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Humanity’s choice: Freedom and revolution
or fascism, war and genocide
I. Two opposite
directions: Climate
strike and genocide

Two events that happened almost simultaneously on March 15 dramatically reveal the tectonic
forces ripping at this disintegrating capitalist society: the international climate strike carried out
by youth and the racist massacre at New Zealand
mosques.
The first reveals a profound reach for a new human future. The second a reach in the opposite direction for a mythic past—one rooted in the actual
past of slavery and oppression, but purged of the
freedom struggles.

A. The global youth
climate strike

Greta Thunberg and seven other teenage women leaders of the climate strike released a brief
manifesto explaining the strike actions that took
place in over 120 countries and involved as many as
1.5 million pre-teen and teenage students, as well as
older supporters. This is not only a new level of mass
activity around climate. It is a new point reached in
the thought of the movement.
“The system we have right now is failing
us,” they wrote. “We have watched as politicians fumble, playing a political game rather
than facing the facts that the solutions we need
cannot be found within the current system.

VOICES FROM THE INSIDE OUT

Served the time
but kept in prison
by Robert Taliaferro

On April 28, 1994, Wisconsin’s Governor Tommy
Thompson sent a letter to the Secretary of the Wisconsin Dept. of Corrections Secretary which said,
“…I recently proposed and subsequently signed into
law a bill to end mandatory parole for violent offenders in Wisconsin. In enacting that important change,
legal counsel advised that any retroactive change in
the law would be unconstitutional.”
In Wisconsin, people confined under its older
laws were given legislatively enacted good time based
on their sentence, reducing the time that a person
would spend in prison. Though a prisoner could get
discretionary parole that would release them early,
there were no guarantees this would occur. Once a
prisoner reaches their mandatory release date, the
state had to release them under parole supervision
to serve out the remainder of their time.

THOMPSON—NOT ABOVE THE LAW

Thompson would have liked the law to apply
retroactively to people sentenced before the law’s
passage, but that would have violated the federal
and state constitutions. To avoid that violation, he
“strongly suggested” that the department find all
legal means possible to ensure that certain prisoners in Wisconsin did their maximum sentences,
writing: “Therefore, although I have ended mandatory parole for violent offenders, there are some inmates already in prison who are still governed by
the old release law. I believe that mandatory release
continued on p. 11
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They don’t want to face the facts—
Why we print the Draft Perspectives in News & Letters
we need to change the system if we
In 1975 News and Letters Committees printed its Draft Perspecare to try to act on the climate crisis.
tives Thesis in News & Letters for the first time. The organization has
This movement had to happen, we
continued the practice ever since. What follows is the 1975 explanation
didn’t have a choice. The vast maof why we decided to take such action and why we continue to do so:
jority of climate strikers taking acWith this special issue, News and Letters Committees are breaking
tion today aren’t allowed to vote….
totally
new ground for the Marxist movement. Publishing the Draft PerDespite watching the climate crisis
spectives Thesis for our coming national gathering directly in the pages
unfold, despite knowing the facts,
of our paper is unprecedented, not only for all other organizations, but
we aren’t allowed to have a say in
even for our own. We do it because our age is in such total crisis, facing
who makes the decisions about clia choice between absolute terror or absolute freedom, that a revolutionmate change….The kind of changes
ary organization can no longer allow any separation between theory
that need to happen mean everyone
and practice, philosophy and revolution, workers and intellectuals,
recognizing that this is a crisis and
“inside” and “outside.” We ask you to join in the discussion of these
committing to radical transformaPerspectives with us. We are not presenting any “pat answers” to the
tions. We strongly believe that we
question, “Where Do We Go From Here?” We are raising the questions
can fight off the most damaging
that demand answers—and we ask you to help us in working them out.
effects of climate change—but we
have to act now.”1
assurances by government and industry. It keeps
Sophie Sleeman, 17, of the UK,
moving toward more and more production because
counterposed the Youth Strikes, as a “movement units inherent spirit and motive force is, as Karl Marx
restricted by walls,” to the far right’s growth. “Gopointed out, “production for production’s sake.”
ing across borders,” she wrote, “young people from
around the world are weaving a new social fabric
in which climate justice is our connecting force—a
sledgehammer to the walls around us.”2
The clarity of the Redfish
climate actions cuts
If the youth in the
through politicians’
climate strikes are
and
corporations’
reaching for a totally
show of pretending
transformed
future,
to do something, as
the massacre of 50
the youth have their
people in two New Zeaeyes focused on the
land mosques reveals
already unfolding dia pull in the exact opsasters. As opposed
posite direction. That
to outright denial of
shooter’s
manifesto
the science and the
makes clear that the
shell game of fretlogic of that direction
ting over costs to “the
is genocide. It is the
economy” to put off
logic of how the sysreal action to protect
tem hits back at forces
human beings, the
Climate Strikers in Cape Town, South Africa, on March 15, 2019.
reaching for the future
youth are grounded
and tries to chain the
in solid knowledge
present to the past of slavery, conquest, exploitation
that puts to shame most politicians. On April 12,
and domination. This was part of an alarming wave
several leading climate scientists released a letter
of successful, attempted, or planned mass killings by
of support declaring that the youth’s “concerns are
white supremacists.
justified and supported by the best available science.
Trump tried to hide this genocidal logic, which
The current measures for protecting the climate and
is inherent in his obsession with white nationalbiosphere are deeply inadequate.”3
ism—about which he desperately lied, “I think it’s
The reality pierces the show. Greenhouse gas
a small group of people that have very, very serious
emissions continue to rise, with only a slight pause
after the 2008 crash. Emissions of both carbon diproblems.” No one could escape remembering his
oxide and methane have actually accelerated, dediscovery of “very fine people on both sides” at the
spite the pitiful measures under the Kyoto Accord,
far right’s deadly 2017 rally in Charlottesville, Va.
the Paris Agreement, and individual governments.
Fact-checkers got busy reminding Trump of the
Some 40% of the increase in carbon dioxide in the
2018 Pittsburgh synagogue massacre, the anti-Musatmosphere has occurred since the 1992 Earth Sumlim killings in Quebec City and London in 2017, the
mit, out of which came the first world treaty promis2011 slaughter of 77 people by a far-right terrorist in
ing to limit global warming.
Norway as well as the U.S. Coast Guard lieutenant
Half of emissions are due to resource exarrested in February for plotting to copy the Nortraction like mining, oil drilling and deforestaway attack. They could have added the huge spike in
tion. Resource extraction and energy produchate crimes that individually fall short of mass killtion keep rising faster than population. Plastic
ings, ever since Trump started campaigning against
production has increased twenty-fold in the
Mexicans, Muslims and women, which spiked again
past 50 years and is set to rise 40% more in
after he “won” election. Trump-fueled hate crimes
the next decade as petrochemical companies
have targeted immigrants, Jews, Muslims, Africanvastly increase plastic manufacture based on
Americans, Latinx people, women, Gays, Transgencheap fracked oil and gas.
der people, people with disabilities, homeless people,
At the behest of oil companies, the Trump adanyone viewed as outside the “right” people. The
ministration sabotaged UN negotiations on reducing
long history of anti-abortion terrorism continues,
plastic use and production in March. New chemicals
and is tacitly supported by Trumpism.
keep being brought to market despite lack of knowlTo Trump, the true emergency, other than the
edge of their effects. U.S. recycling systems are colthreats to his personal fortune and prestige, is not
lapsing. The capitalist economy keeps moving in the
the stream of disasters fueled by climate change. Nor
direction opposite to what is needed, despite empty
is it the war clouds over Iran or building conflict with
China, and even North Korea. It is certainly not the
1. “Think we should be at school? Today’s climate strike is
never-ending police execution of Black Americans
the biggest lesson of all,” by Greta Thunberg, Anna Taylor,
Luisa Neubauer, Kyra Gantois, Anuna De Wever, Adélaïde
like Willie McCoy in Vallejo, Calif., Stephon Clark in
Charlier, Holly Gillibrand, and Alexandria Villasenor, The
Sacramento, Daniel Hambrick in Nashville, Antwon
Guardian, March 15, 2019.
Rose II in East Pittsburgh and Laquan McDonald in
2. “Climate justice is breaking down the walls that divide
Chicago. Nor is it the precarious wage situation of
the world,” by Sophie Sleeman, The Guardian, March 15,
millions counted as employed under the rosy official
2019.
statistics. It is not the brutal human rights abuses
3. “Concerns of young protesters are justified,” by Gregor
at the border such as separation of families, nor the
Hagedorn et al, Science, April 12, 2019, https://science.scicontinued on p. 7
encemag.org/content/364/6436/139.2.

B. The deadly escalation of
white supremacist counterrevolution
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WOMAN Algerian women at forefront
AS

REASON

by Terry Moon

There is no question that
women are a vital part of the
movement in Algeria since
it erupted on Feb. 22, fighting to bring down le pouvoir—
the power structure—that has
been running the country and
their lives since 1999.
On March 8, International
Women’s Day, unprecedented
numbers took to the streets
throughout the country demanding not only women’s
rights but freedom and real democracy.
Being in the streets is itself
a move for liberation, and women are involved in all aspects
of the struggle. Some have created a “feminist square” near
the University of Algiers and
promptly issued a manifesto
that called for ending the reactionary Family Code and for
the new Algeria being created
to guarantee equal rights for
all.

YOUNG AND OLD TOGETHER IN STRUGGLE

Young women are active on social media, including creating the iconic photo of the 17-year-old
ballerina dancing on point, a photo that went viral
because it caught the hope, joy and possibility of
change driving the movement.
Older women too are part of the struggle, from

WOMENWORLDWIDE
by Artemis

In March, about 30,000 demonstrators from
70 Italian human rights organizations marched
through Verona, Italy, protesting the 13th annual
conference of the World Congress of Families (WCF),
an international Christian religious Right group
founded in the U.S. The WCF has backed worldwide
legislation against women’s civil, human, and reproductive rights and against LGBT rights. It claims it
is “natural” for women to be submissive to men and
produce as many children as possible. Openly fascist
Italian political parties supported the gathering of
politicians, aristocrats and clergy claiming to speak
for the people, while the demonstrators were joined
by local citizens of all ages. Signs read “I Decide,”
“Born Free,” “Lesbian Passion,” “Reeks of Clerical
Fascism,” and “They Shall Not Pass!”
* * *
“A Peace of Her Mind,” Sudan’s first female-run
radio show, was started by Loice Kiden, a refugee
from South Sudan who returned as a feminist activist. It broadcasts countrywide, bringing attention
to issues intensified by war and poverty, including
child brides, domestic violence, rape, the dangers
of early child-bearing, and the importance of girls’
education. In a country where many are illiterate,
Kiden stated, “The radio is changing people’s minds.
People are listening to the show and learning. It is
also important that the show is independent (not affiliated with any political party).”
* * *
Survivors of prostitution, organized by the international Coalition for the Abolition of Prostitution (CAP), marched from Strasbourg, France, arriving in Mainz, Germany, on April 2, Survivor’s Day.
They chanted, “Nordic Model now!” “Germany is a
pimp state, shame on Germany, shame on men!”
“Protect our dignity!” “Women and girls are not for
sale!” Signs read, “End Male Violence,” “Prostitution Kills Women,” “Prostitution Is Sex Without
Pleasure Nor Desire” and “The Human Body Is Not
Negotiable.” The next day CAP held its third World
Congress Against the Sexual Exploitation of Women
and Girls, titled Prostitution: Neither Sex Nor Work!
International speakers—including survivors, academics, politicians, and members of NGOs—called
upon Germany, “the brothel of the world,” to criminalise buying and pimping without criminalizing
prostituted women.
* * *
The Women Advocates Research and Documentation Center is a Nigerian organization providing
pro-bono legal services and research to fight civil
rights violations and violence against women. It is
calling attention to the illegal practice of hospital
detention in Nigeria and other African and Asian
countries in which healthcare is not free or insured.
People who cannot pay their medical bills are imprisoned in the hospital and may be denied medical care,
abused, and starved. Women are especially affected
due to childbirth, and their deaths from detention
and from avoidance of hospitalization have contributed to Nigeria’s high maternal mortality rate.

women who fought for Algerian independence from
France (1957-62)—like Djamila Bouhired, who advised, “Never let these agents disguised in revolutionary outfits take control of our liberation momentum”—to a woman in her 70s who alone confronted a
blockade of riot police who were
Rania
keeping her from getting to the
demonstration. “I told them
this is my country.” She said,
“There’s nothing for the young
generation. No jobs, no houses.
They can’t get married. We
want this whole system to go.”
She joins the youth like science student Amina Djouadi,
who told a reporter: “We are not
afraid anymore. We are young
and full of bravery. The people
are heroes.”1
Although the fight for
freedom in Algeria is a new
face of the Arab Spring,
what makes it different is
that the women and youth
have the triumphs and failures of those world-changing events as part of their
lived history. They see how
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi stole
the revolution; they see the destruction of Syria and the genocide of a freedom movement.
Furthermore, these activists—particularly the
women—have an historic memory of the struggle
for national liberation against French colonialism
where over one million died, and the decade-long
civil war in the 1990s between the government and
the Islamic Salvation Front (FIS). Women were the
first attacked by the armed Islamic groups, along
with intellectuals. Everything the Taliban did in Afghanistan, the FIS tried, and often did in Algeria.
They massacred entire villages, mowed
people down at checkpoints; high school girls
who refused to wear the hijab were shot in the
head; women and girls who rebelled against
rape or forced marriages were brutalized and
then murdered.2
Algerians have learned through a bloody history
that they cannot trust the military, elected officials
or politicalized Islamists, they can only trust themselves. Women know this in our blood. And while the
Algerian revolution-in-the-making has much going
for it, counter-revolution lurks.

COUNTER-REVOLUTION FROM WITHIN

Just as the women in Iran were attacked by
some in the Iranian left in 1979 when they marched
against Khomeini’s mandate to wear the chador,
showing that the women recognized the danger of
the counter-revolution to come, so some in the movement in Algeria have turned on their women comrades.
The women who created the feminist
square were shoved, screamed at and had
their signs torn to shreds. In a widely viewed
video, a man threatened: “You women calling for freedom…who yell at people, and who
say you are looking for freedom, freedom for
women…you’ll be covered in acid!” Women
again are being told, including by many in the
movement, to wait. One woman shoved at the
feminist square said, “In Bejaïa, people came
up to me and told me that it was not the right
moment to call for women’s rights.”3
But women are not waiting because included
in their historic memory is how the women who
fought alongside the men against the French were
also made to step back after the conflict was over. It
took decades to get to where they are now, they won’t
go back. We stand in solidarity with our sisters and
brothers in Algeria.
1. “Algeria protests: Youth lead the movement for change,”
by Orla Guerin, BBC News, April 14, 2019.
2. “Algerian Women in the Liberation Struggle and the
Civil War: From Active Participants to Passive Victims?” Meredeth Turshen, Social Research, Vol. 69, No.
3, Fall 2002.
3. “Women’s rights activists in Algeria threatened with
acid attacks,” author referred to as “our Observer.” The
Observers, April 5, 2019.
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Review: Birth Strike

National Women’s Liberation (NWL), a Gainesville, Fla., organization, has worked closely with
Redstockings of the Women’s Liberation Movement
of New York, N.Y., since the 1960s. Both grassroots
organizations, as think tanks that research and discuss theory and as direct-action groups, fight patriarchy and capitalism. Redstockings maintains an
archive of radical feminist writing that informs their
current discussions, research, and activism.
NWL assigned Jenny Brown, an NWL organizer
formerly with Florida’s Alachua County Labor Party,
to write Birth Strike: The Hidden Fight Over Women’s Work (PM Press; None edition, April 1, 2019).
She explains it was a “group effort…from three conferences, three extended study groups, many consciousness-raising sessions, and innumerable arguments among dozens of feminist activists.” She and
her comrades were inspired by Kathie Sarahchild’s
2001 Redstockings essay “Beyond the Family Wage:
A Women’s Liberation View of the Social Wage.”

WOMEN NOT HAVING CHILDREN

Sarahchild’s theory that U.S. women are on a
spontaneous “birth strike” was borne out by the testimonies of many women, some of which are included
in the book. These come from consciousness-raising
sessions, and Brown strongly emphasizes the importance of this technique. A group of women, the more
diverse the better, take turns describing their experiences with an issue. Then, the group discusses the
similarities and differences among the experiences,
always asking who or what group benefits from the
situation described.
In this case,
women described
not having a child
or additional children because it
would be unbearable under today’s
financial
conditions. No matter
what their individual solutions
regarding work,
marriage,
or
childcare, mothers are unable to
keep up with the
increasing difficulties, for which
they are always blamed.
Brown states that the radical feminist concept of
the Pro Woman Line is helpful to understand what
is going on. Blaming women for their own oppression
distracts us from analyzing institutionalized problems and working collectively to solve them.
She shows how other countries have responded
to the “birth strike,” that is, low birth rates, with
policies of equal pay and career opportunity for women, shorter working hours, free quality childcare and
elder care, paid parental leave, paid vacations, and
free healthcare. Corporations and the wealthiest
citizens are taxed to provide these benefits for all
citizens.

NEED FOR REVITALIZED MOVEMENT

Brown writes that corporations and the wealthiest 1% who openly control U.S. politicians want to
keep the enormous profit they extract from workers.
They force women to finance and perform reproductive work (childbirth, child- and eldercare) that benefits all society. They fund foundations promoting a
smoke screen of temporary system reforms and they
exploit religious Right and racist rhetoric to ban contraception and abortion.
Brown urges us to demand the corporate
establishment give us the same governmental
reforms as other countries. We must revive the
mass movement demanding free birth control
and abortion for all and make our personal
“birth strikes” an effective political tool. We
must fund our own organizations and not rely
on government or corporations. She mentions,
“Another solution is to eliminate profit-making
businesses entirely, and run the society on a
nonprofit basis, with all goods and services
provided as public amenities.”
I hope that Brown and others will follow this
thought, study Marx’s work on the internal problems of capitalism, and write about replacing the
capitalist system itself. Many labor and reproductive
justice activists are accurate in hailing this book as
game-changing because of its placement of reproductive struggles in the context of capitalism.
—Adele
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Uber and Lyft drivers strike against pay cuts

Remembering Zapata
by J.G.F. Héctor

We of Praxis en América Latina, our MarxistHumanist organization in Mexico, attended the
commemoration on April 9-10 of the 100th anniversary of the murder of Emiliano Zapata, the peasant
leader of the Mexican Revolution. It was not just a
remembrance of things past, but an attempt to actualize his figure in the current struggles of peasants and Indigenous peoples against the despoiling
of their lands by the “new” developmentalist government of Mexican President López Obrador.
On the first day an assembly took place in
the hometown of Indigenous activist leader
Samir Flores Soberanes, who was murdered by
paramilitary gangs on Feb. 20 for his opposition
to the Integral Project of Morelos, an industrial complex of two thermoelectric plants, an
oil pipeline and superhighways connecting the
region to the rest of the country. (See “Samir
Flores murder,” p. 12.) His murder brought together people from all over Mexico to resist Obrador’s myriad developmentalist projects.
We heard of communities fighting mining concessions in the northwest; Indigenous people from
Oaxaca opposing a corridor that would cross their
lands connecting the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans;
women battling violence; teachers and other workers
from Mexico City fighting anti-labor laws and cuts
in the public budget; and Native peoples from the
City defending their territory and right to autonomy. We learned from these movements about the
deep contradictions within this regime—accurate reports, because they came from their own practice of
resistance, and not from intellectual deduction.

RESISTANCE ON MANY FRONTS

On the second day there was a demonstration
in the town where Zapata had been shot dead. That
made it impossible for the government to have its
own official act there, forcing it to move it elsewhere.
In these 100 years there has been a continuous attempt by part of the State to appropriate Zapata’s legacy. With their actions of
permanent resistance, with their own lives in
rebellion, the struggles from below are continually renewing the revolutionary meaning of
this peasant leader.
While listening to all these voices in those few
days was exciting, one couldn’t help but note that
there is still a unifying force that is missing and that
could bring all these movements together in an ongoing struggle against capitalism. The question of
assuming an anti-capitalist position was implicitly
and explicitly posed on several occasions.

OVERLOOKING KARL MARX

It is odd that, except for what we with Praxis
brought to the discussion, there was almost no mention of Karl Marx. Only by recreating Marx’s philosophy of revolution in permanence for our day, in
conjunction with all these subjects from below, can
we actually carry on a true anti-capitalistic struggle.
Instead, there was an absolute impatience—especially by small groups of activists—for agreeing on “joint immediate actions,” and to create a national organization
“where all struggles would be united.” Other
activists posed that, instead of massive actions, we should focus on “small individual
changes that can positively affect the world,”
such as harvesting our own food and stop buying from “big businesses.” In the end, no agreement was actually possible, except for maybe
fixing a date for a next gathering.
By evening the day had been fatiguing but joyful, full of philosophical/practical activism. On our
way back to Mexico City, we were thinking of how we
could share with others the absolute need of Marx’s
Marxism for our day. Maybe we should keep on trying, not yet with a massive audience, but with a few
movements which we met at this gathering who
showed some interest in the ideas they read in our
paper or that we posed during the assembly.

It isn’t only Uber and Lyft drivers’ jobs that investment capital is excited to squeeze harder and
eventually eliminate. A five-year fall in mass transit
usage has been accelerated in no small part by the
advent of ridesharing apps. If that trend continues,
jobs driving public transit buses and even school
buses, both of which I have driven as well as for Lyft,
could be in danger.
Rideshare companies claim they move passengers the “last mile” between a transit line and their
doorway, but a University of Kentucky study showed
that the apps remove more transit passengers than
they add, as ride sharing replaces walking, biking,
or a bus connection. Some municipalities have openly scrapped their local bus system in order to replace
it with subsidized Lyft rides within city limits.

ENDANGERING PUBLIC TRANSIT

destination in advance, group health insurance, and an independent and transparent
process to challenge driver deactivations.
The California Supreme Court in April 2018
ruled that rideshare drivers were not independent
contractors, but were employees covered by the state
minimum wage because they did the same work as
the employer—transportation. In response, Lyft and
Uber have claimed they are merely technology companies. Joss Cashon, an Uber driver, answered at
the Redondo Beach rally: “We can’t be independent
contractors when we don’t negotiate our pay.”

LABOR LAWS NOT ENFORCED

The state still has not yet enforced the Supreme
Court ruling against the apps, and a March 29 meeting between driver-representatives of RSDU and
Governor Gavin Newsom so far hasn’t changed that.
Members in Los Angeles are pushing for
the same $17.22 minimum wage New York City
drivers won through a series of strikes last
year. With downtime and expenses unpaid,
drivers actually earn less than that.
Both companies claim value in the billions in
public stock offerings even as they have run up losses of as much as $1 billion per year and may never
be profitable. Now they are pursuing the elusive
holy grail of the self-driving sedan. A completely automated fleet would then mean that surplus labor
would have to be extracted from a much smaller pool
of workers who produce and maintain that fleet.

Often, parents of minor schoolchildren illegally send them alone in a rideshare instead of in
a school bus, the vehicle designed and driver qualified for keeping them safe. In an obvious attack on
transit systems, Uber rolled out a reduced fare for
passengers as drivers run “jitney”—in taxi parlance,
a straight line down a main thoroughfare, making
pickups and drop-offs along the way. In other words,
a tiny transit bus.
Traffic congestion in New York City has
reached the point where voters will weigh in
on capping the number of drivers Uber and
Lyft can allow in Manhattan. The practice of
deadheading—moving while empty—exacerbates urban congestion. Uber/Lyft drivers who
want to earn more than $5-10 per hour have to
drive back to where they can expect frequent
calls. In this way, the rideshare industry puts
excessive burdens on air quality and the effort
to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases.
Like other threats against life on Earth, human
degradation caused by subsistence wage labor is
just another “externality” off the balance sheets of
capital. Sinakhone Keodara, quoted by NBC, said he
sleeps in the car he rents directly from Lyft. “I don’t
make enough to get out of my situation… I’m drowning in this gig economy.”
That economy, itself a usurper of traditional employment, seems intent on its own withering away
via automation. Meanwhile, workers who move to
restore labor safeguards and living wages to their
“gigs” have never conceded a future possibility of
dignified and freely associated work.
—Buddy Bell

Chicago vigil for Syria, Yemen and Crimea

Chicago—Activists in solidarity with the Syrian
Revolution came together March 24 to hold a vigil on
Chicago’s North Michigan Avenue. We were there to
oppose the bombing of civilians, hospitals, schools,
and children in the Syrian province of Idlib by the
Bashar al-Assad regime and Russian allies.
Messages on banners and signs in English, Arabic and Russian reaffirmed solidarity with the Syrian people against Assad and called for an end to
bombing of civilians in Yemen and freeing of political prisoners in Russia. A sign in Russian said, “Putin, hands off Crimea, Donbass, Moldova, Georgia,
Itchkeria [Chechnya]!”
The vigil was called by the Anti-War Committees in Solidarity with the Struggles for Self-Determination. Many passersby took a leaflet, one side
of which reproduced a letter, “From a Free Syrian
Teacher in Idlib to U.S. Representatives Ilhan Omar
and Rashida Tlaib.” It said in part:

FROM IDLIB TO THE WORLD

“First, I wish to express my appreciation for
your statements on the eighth anniversary of the
Syrian struggle for freedom…
“…I am a teacher in the province of Idlib. Our
city is the most dangerous in the world. Idlib lives
under attack night and day by the Assad regime and
Russia, and is constantly threatened by violently
sectarian Iranian militias. We have been under attack for eight years, and many good men, women
and children have been martyred. The attacks, the
bombings, are relentless. There is no safe place to
live. Moreover, the air and artillery strikes have
caused great physical damage; sometimes we go
without electricity for days.
“Our children often cannot go to school;
our hospitals are targeted. Many injured by
the bombing die for lack of treatment. We live
constantly with a fear of death…
“The situation has become even more critical
now that aid agencies, under pressure to avoid letting funds fall into the hands of the sectarian terrorists of Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS), have cut off
all funding to the province. Our hospitals lack medicines, our schools need supplies, our doctors and
teachers work without pay. In my case, I am fortunate as I am able to work a job at night so that I can
continue to teach our children during the day...Why
are there international discussions about renewing
aid to the regime, even as it executes prisoners and
bombs us day and night? It feels as if we are expect-

David Turpin

Letter from Mexico

Rideshare Drivers United

Pasadena, Calif.—Drivers in California who work
for the ridesharing apps Uber and Lyft held a 25hour strike on March 25 to protest pay cuts. Uber
forced what amounted to a 25% cut on March 11,
after Lyft on Dec. 1 had instituted a 12% cut. Three
hundred drivers and supporters rallied at the Uber
hub in Redondo Beach, while in San Francisco a
crowd gathered outside a hotel where Lyft executives were meeting with prospective investors.
Drivers are independently organizing
under the name Rideshare Drivers United
(RSDU), which grew to more than 3,000 drivermembers in the days leading up to the strike.
The organizers are now consulting the membership on what demands to press for beyond
reversing the pay cuts. Proposals include pay
for the time and mileage spent driving toward
a passenger, the ability to see the passenger’s

ed to die alone, and quietly.
“For weeks now our communities in Idlib, with
support from Syrians in exile around the world,
have been mobilizing in peaceful marches to commemorate the eighth anniversary of our struggle, to
demand freedom for the political prisoners, and to
defy the regime’s attempt to terrorize us with bombing. We also want the world to know that we are not
HTS...We are not terrorists. The Assad regime is
terrorizing the Syrian people.
“We often wonder why we have been abandoned. Millions of Syrians are trapped in refugee camps and in exile, thousands are dying in
prison, raped, tortured and starving. Homes,
families, our country, have been destroyed to
preserve a dictator. Does no one care? Your
words in support of our struggle are so very
important; we must find a way to help others
to understand as you do.
“…I would invite you to come to Idlib, to see our
situation, but that would be too dangerous. Perhaps
you could visit the refugee camps that are home to
many hundreds of thousands, millions, in Turkey,
Lebanon and Jordan, to bring attention to the terrible situation facing our people. Perhaps you could
meet with representatives of the UN to demand aid
be delivered, not to the dictator, but to our hungry
people. Perhaps you could meet with the families of
political prisoners. We welcome your voices.
“We want the world to know that we, and our
children, have a right to a dignified life, as we too
are human…
“Muhammad Al Kasoom”
—Participant
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FROM THE WRITINGS OF

RAYADUNAYEVSKAYA

Editor’s note: We are experiencing a time
when economists warn about a decade-long stagnation and a slowdown in the global economy,
despite lush corporate profits in some sectors and
a giddy stock market. It is a time when common
people see the conditions in their own lives not living up to selectively publicized official statistics. It
is a time when capitalism’s boosters sing praises
of its never-ending improvement of people’s lives,
just when so many look into the near future and
see looming disaster.
In such a time it is not enough to catalogue
and analyze the economic ills. As Raya Dunayevskaya put it in this piece, “What we need to do now
is to take a further look into the economy, to measure the depth of the recession, not for statistical
purposes, but for the relationship of dialectics of
liberation to economic ills.”
The trend of the decline in the rate of profit remains one of the current economy’s basic elements,
rooted as it is in capitalism’s dialectical inversion
of subject and object: dead labor dominating living labor. And, just as when this piece was written,
the world is still reeling from what, in each period,
was the deepest global economic crisis since the
Great Depression of the 1930s.
Many of the economic facts are different today.
For instance, the official inflation and unemployment rates are low, although many working-class
families feel themselves in a precarious position as
if unemployment were as high now as in 1976.
Nevertheless, the point remains the methodology of comprehending the economic contradictions
and all the social movements in relationship to dialectics of liberation. So Absolute Method, “i.e., dialectics of liberation...is unavoidable as it is life;...
it is an Absolute Universal, but absolutely concrete
and everywhere.” Yet, still today, post-Marx Marxists keep religiously away from it, often substituting “materialism” as if that is the whole of Marx’s
Marxism.
Therefore we present this extract from Perspectives 1976-1977: Philosophy and Revolution in Today’s Global Freedom Struggles,
delivered as a speech by Dunayevskaya on Sept. 4,
1976 (Raya Dunayevskaya Collection #5696, rayadunayevskaya.org/raya/ArchivePDFs/5696.pdf).

What we need to do now is to take a further look
into the economy, to measure the depth of the recession, not for statistical purposes, but for the relationship of dialectics of liberation to economic ills.
Let’s begin with their—capitalists’, and, therefore,
the government’s—bright spot. The one thing that
truly gladdens their hearts and souls—and narrows
their vision—are profits, super-profits; or, as Business Week (8/16/1976) puts it, “stunning increases in
profits,” in any case, for the first quarter of 1976.
Where inflation has hardly gotten out of the
double-digit variety (though you couldn’t prove it in
the daily breadbasket of the common people), there
has been nothing short of triple-digit increases in
profits in the biggest corporations! Based on a survey
of the nation’s largest corporations in 40 key industries, Investors Management Sciences Inc. reports
the glad tidings and proves it by showing that even
the airlines are into the black for the first
time in many quarters, with Eastern zooming up nearly 500%. And the average—average—profit among auto companies—this
at a time when GM has the gall ask for a
cutback in workers’ benefits—is 200%.
What these statistics don’t tell you is
the way this has been achieved, as there
has been a spectacular rise in labor productivity, not reflected in workers’ wages.
Unemployment has remained high, and
this helps bring down the standard of living of all workers. Indeed, to make ends
meet at all, there had to also be a spectacular rise in members of a family working.
In a word, it takes two working—husband
and wife—to be able to support a family.
We are so constantly fed the shibboleth of this
being the richest country, and “therefore” the best of
all possible worlds, that we get brainwashed to think
it also applies to the workers. I have news for you.
Not only is there no gold in the streets of America,
the U.S. has become a cheap labor economy when
compared to West Europe. While U.S. workers still
head the list when we talk of straight wages, what
West European workers get in fringe benefits actually makes those total labor costs higher. Also, the
workers get four-week paid vacations.
Moreover, this is not in “democratic socialist
countries” like Sweden, but Belgium and Italy and
France. The latest Bureau of Labor statistics show
that while fringe benefits in the U.S. add only 30%
to basic wages, in Italy they amount to 88%, in Belgium 69%, in France 64%. West Germany and Canada are just behind the U.S. Add to that the fact that
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European workers get more paid holidays. And do
Marx’s theory of proletarian revolution, and Lenin’s
you think that any can possibly not know it is an exdevelopment of national self-determination as well
ploitative society who enter that hellhole called the
as world revolution, whether that begins in Moscow,
factory? Then there is unemployment. Along with
Berlin—or Beijing, Turkey, Afghanistan—or today
this being a most exploitative system, its mode of
in Portugal.
production is so contradictory that it can never esThus, methodology, i.e., dialectics of liberation,
cape crises: that is the very nature of its being.
whether “at home” or “abroad,” is unavoidable as it
As Karl Marx said over 100 years ago, “The real
is life; it is everywhere; it is an Absolute Universal,
but absolutely concrete and everywhere. And yet so
barrier of capitalist production is capital itself.” That
far distant from its actuality have Marxists—Marxis to say, since all it lives for is profits (unpaid hours
ists, not Marx—gone, that they keep religiously, i.e.,
of labor) and it can only get those from living labor,
mystically, vulgar materialistically away from it.
yet mass production means more and more dead laWho could’ve appeared to be more internationbor, i.e., machines, there just is no way to escape the
alist than Trotsky with his theory of permanent
“general law of capitalist accumulation”—on the one
revolution and his actual leadership of the Russian
hand, an unemployed army; on the other hand, an
Revolution as the start of the world revolution? In
ever greater number of machines. Thus, there is a
fact, however, the concept of the world revolution and
discrepancy—a large one—between the capitalists’
out of the Russian Revolution when it was institutotal invested capital and the total return of unpaid
tionalized as nationalized property—that fixed parworking hours from an ever, relatively smaller army
ticular—were sitting alongside of each other, rather
of employed living labor.
than being jammed up against each other. How could
Now, whether you call it, as Marxists do, a deit be otherwise when it left out the self-developing
cline in the rate of profit, no matter how lush the
subject—as against Lenin who developed it as, first,
mass; or use the expression bourgeois economists
do—the “law of diminishing returns”—it is a fact
that neither (least of all the capitalist himself)
can escape. The way the capitalists try to escape
is to see that real wages do not rise as much as
labor productivity rises with the introduction
of machinery, automation especially. The capitalists also devise ways of getting profits back
indirectly, through inflation. They get worried
only when the inflation also hits them. Thirdly,
and most importantly, is the creation of an unemployed army to force down the standard of living. Thus, two need to work to make ends meet
in a family.
The new in this recession, especially at
its height, or rather depth, in 1975—and that
is what makes it no ordinary recession, but a
real turning point—is that, as against Nixon’s Fully automated retail stores like this prototype in Seattle, 2016, could wipe
planned recession when for the first time we had out thousands of jobs. Photo by Bruce Engelhardt.
inflation and unemployment, wage controls and
the National Question, and then a new departure
Arthur Burns’ tight fiscal control aiming at a slowfor world revolution starting “If not through Berlin,
down of economic growth, now the crisis itself had
then perhaps Beijing.” That is true revolutionary
created conditions for profitable production. That is
philosophic mediation. Without a subject, no concept
to say, with the standard of living forced sufficiently
can become real: a subject that is uninhibited by any
down, and productivity way up, the capitalists decidelitist view of “the backwardness of the peasantry”
ed to raise investments, and now they wish to make
while clinging to Party structure as the be-it-all.
sure the strikes will not upset their new unconscioEven during the darkest period of counterrevonable profits.
lution,
1908, Lenin always insisted that the positive,
And just as radical economists have finally
the
highest
achievement of the revolution before its
learned that “planning” isn’t socialism, so profesdefeat,
must
be held onto as the ground for the next
sional bourgeois economists keep repeating that,
revolution.
By
1914, when confronted with the beafter all, even Marx never said there would be an
trayal
of
the
Second
International, nothing of the
automatic economic collapse. The general contraHegelian dialectic so moved him as Hegel’s principle
diction of the capitalist mode of production has its
“to hold fast the positive in the negative.” And with
counteracting tendencies. Thus, they whistle in the
the dialectic of second negation—the negation of the
bright sunshine of this quarter’s profits, convenientState and the creation of the non-state: “the populaly forgetting the second part of that sentence about
tion to a man, woman, child”—Lenin was ready for
no automatic collapse of capitalism, which reads:
October 1917. And even on his deathbed, he never
since capitalism also produces its gravediggers—the
stopped repeating that when a revolutionary fails
proletariat—they will be sure to bring it down. Not
“to grasp the dialectic,” as he feared Bukharin failed,
only will workers not stand for this lowering of their
the whole revolution is endangered.
living standards and permanent unemployment, but
Which was exactly what was involved in actualsince the government’s political crises are as sharp
ity and in Hegel’s celebrated last three syllogisms
as the economic ones are, the masses will take to the
of the Philosophy of Mind, which becomes the censtreets rather than only to the ballot box.
ter point of chapter 1 of Philosophy and Revolution.
That the workers will not forever tolerate their
There is no other way of escaping the theoretic void
conditions of labor is clear from the massive strikes,
since Lenin’s death sucking you into the abyss of inofficial and unofficial, that are concomplete, aborted revolutions.
stantly besetting industries. Nor will
It is for this reason that the Committees’ Perthe mass discontent go away with the
spectives, in centering on the creation of a philoend of the elections. On the contrary.
sophic nucleus, have held it inseparable from politiThe crises will first then heighten as
calization as the concretization of philosophy….
it becomes clear that no fundamental
A single dialectic process upsurges from actuchange will be undertaken by the new
ality and from thought, which is why philosophic
administration. The recently concludmediation is simultaneously the subjective-objective
ed general wildcat strike among minmethod, the process which makes of knowledge itself
ers against both management and
a way to produce liberty. It is high time it was here
labor leadership was directed also
as reality. Let’s get down to trying to make it so.
at the government. It is a portent of
things to come before and after Nov.
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What is socialism?

Socialism, labor, and the Black dimension

(International Workingmen’s Association), participated in one of the most heroic examples of solidarity across national and racial lines. When the British government moved to intervene on the side of
the slave-owning South during the U.S. Civil War, to
keep cotton flowing, British textile workers stopped
them. Workers, already at the edge of subsistence,
risked their jobs when cotton ran short.
By contrast, Marx rejected some U.S. Marxists, the ones who distanced themselves from the
by Bob McGuire
Abolitionists and the struggle against slavery. Even
When the Berlin Wall fell in 1989 and the stateas the Civil War began Marx stated, “Labor in the
capitalist USSR soon collapsed, many hailed those
white skin cannot emancipate itself where labor in
events and not only for the paths toward freedom
the black skin is branded.” His American “Marxist”
that potentially opened up. Those who identified
opponents had equated chatas Marxists, as Marxisttel slavery on the plantations
Humanists, as socialists exwith wage slavery in the
pected that many would find
sweatshops. That attitude
Marxism as a philosophy of
of “whataboutism” was the
liberation that the counterseed of the failure to support
revolution in sheep’s clothing
revolutions even up to our
had obscured.
time, while finding theoretiSadly for us, and for the
cal points to remain smugly
world since 1989, too many
revolutionary.
people buried Marxism in
As Marx foresaw, the
the same grave where they
agitation for the eightinterred
state-capitalism
hour day sprang up immecalling itself Communism.
diately after the Civil War
RESURGENCE OF ‘SOand the end of legal slavery. The founding convenCIALISM’ VIA TRUMP
tion of the National Labor
Since 2016 there are
Union in 1866 declared
reports of increasing numthat: “The first and great
bers of people identifying
necessity of the present,
as socialist, and remarkable
to free labor of this counmembership increases in
try from capitalist slavery,
old-line groups like the Demis the passing of a law by
ocratic Socialists of America.
which eight hours shall be
That is a positive reaction to
the normal working day in
Donald Trump’s rule, and
all states in the American
you’d think it was, at worst,
union. We are resolved to
harmless.
“From the Depths,” by William Balfour-Keg
put forth all our strength
But exploring socialism
until this glorious result
no deeper than as a brand
is attained.”
name does have consequencThe energy of workers freed by the liberation
es, as do attitudes to revolution. Ignoring the Syrian
of the slaves continued through the 1877 General
Revolution, the defining moment of our time, or even
Strike and the 1886 strikes for the eight-hour day.
demonizing it, has led to support for Syrian President Bashar al-Assad or Russian President Vladimir
“Workers of the world unite” meant for Marx
Putin. It is a travesty that Tulsi Gabbard, who has
that, when the Paris Commune arose in 1871 only
met with all of the above, including Trump, is the
to be shunned by some English trade unionists in
preferred presidential candidate for 2020 among a
the First International, Marx scratched out their
section of those calling themselves “anti-imperialnames in favor of the names of Communards. Tellist.”
ingly those names from the Paris Commune includIf we look back to Marx for guidance, or
ed many who were not organizationally Marxist.
to Raya Dunayevskaya for a guide to Marx,
Marx spoke of the English Revolution going
you see Marx carrying on arguments in his
through Ireland, and the necessity of English workown lifetime over the nature of revolution. The
ers seeing that:
Marx that put labor at the center of resistance
“Every industrial and commercial center in Engto capitalism and central to revolution interland now possesses a working class divided into two
twined labor in the U.S. with the Black dimenhostile camps, English proletarians and Irish prolesion and in England with the Irish.
tarians. The ordinary English worker hates the Irish
If anyone, whether self-identified socialist, capiworker as a competitor who lowers his standard of
talist, or disinterested in politics, knows even five
life. In relation to the Irish worker he regards himself
words from Karl Marx, it would be “Workers of the
as a member of the ruling nation and consequently he
world unite”—from the 1848 Communist Manifesto.
becomes a tool of the English aristocrats and capitalEven before Marx had joined the Communist League
ists against Ireland, thus strengthening their domiand co-written the Manifesto with Frederick Engels
nation over himself. He cherishes religious, social,
on the eve of the Revolutions of 1848 which swept
and national prejudices against the Irish worker. His
across Europe, he had already looked lower and
attitude towards him is much the same as that of the
deeper for forces resisting the old feudal order and
‘poor whites’ to the Negroes in the former slave states
the encroachments of capitalism.
of the U.S.A. The Irishman pays him back with interMarx denounced the inhumanity of arresting
est in his own money. He sees in the English worker
peasants for simply gathering firewood, a violation
both the accomplice and the stupid tool of the English
of nobles’ rights to the forest. He then cheered the
rulers in Ireland.
revolt of Silesian weavers, their jobs threatened by
“This antagonism is artificially kept alive and
the new weaving machines, and praised their inintensified by the press, the pulpit, the comic papers,
sight in not merely destroying them, but tearing up
in short, by all the means at the disposal of the ruling
the ownership deeds as well.
classes. This antagonism is the secret of the impotence
WORKERS: CAPITALISM’S GRAVEDIGGERS
of the English working class, despite its organization.
It is the secret by which the capitalist class maintains
Marx found in the concept of the proletariat
its power. And the latter is quite aware of this.”
what could and would counter the just emerging
The meaning is that there are two worlds in
bourgeoisie and overthrow capitalism. The working
each country, the rulers and the ruled. Within the
class, if it did not revolt or did not succeed, could exworking class may exist “two hostile camps.” The sopect only steadily worsening conditions of life, even
lution is not tolerance, but actual identification of
driven below subsistence as Marx demonstrated in
the majority workers with the aims of the minority
the chapter on “The Working Day” in Capital.
workers.
Key to the working class as the gravediggers of
capitalism was that workers, by being at the point of
BLACK MASSES AS VANGUARD
production, could see the reality of capitalist producMarx’s eyes never left the struggles of Blacks
tion through the lies and obfuscations of bourgeois
in the U.S., whether slave or free. Dunayevskaya
society. At the point of production workers were
followed that rich legacy of Marx’s writings. Upon
treated like things, and the commodities they were
arriving in Chicago and becoming an American hercreating were treated like persons. Workers could
self, she identified with the Black struggle. On the
see too that withholding their labor was an immedicentenary of the Emancipation Proclamation, she
ate mortal threat to capitalism maintaining itself.
wrote American Civilization on Trial: Black Masses
Capitalists responded with force against strikers,
as Vanguard. That booklet shows how every forward
or replaced them. The only weapon workers had to
movement in U.S. history represented a moment in
fight back with was their solidarity.
which, despite the hostility that capitalists promotThis is the second of four essays on the topic:
What Is Socialism. Future essays will take up
“Socialism and Ecology,” and “Socialism and
Women’s Liberation.” The first essay, “Socialism
and a Philosophy of Revolution” by Gerry
Emmett, can be found in the March-April N&L
and at https://newsandletters.org/socialismsocialism-philosophy/

MARX AND THE BLACK DIMENSION

Marx followed slave revolts in the U.S. before
the Civil War, and, through the First International

ed, white workers saw that the aims of Black workers and farmers were their own.
Black and white Populists in the South

mightily threatened the re-established postReconstruction Southern power, and made
common cause with Midwestern populists,
mostly white homesteaders and other smallholders in Kansas and elsewhere. When the
Southern power structure successfully undermined that solidarity by driving a wedge between Blacks and whites, the Black Populists
were betrayed and white Populists lost all opportunity to advance for more than a generation. In effect white Populists betrayed themselves.
That lost moment infected the labor movement
well beyond the Populist uprisings. The American
Federation of Labor set out to fight for the eight-hour
day, but with racial exclusion baked into the by-laws
of its member craft unions. On the West Coast, to be
a socialist or a trade unionist might mean leading a
lynch party against Chinese workers.
But at other moments, when there is forward
movement, there are examples of solidarity. Charles
Denby, the Black worker editor of News & Letters,
writes in his Indignant Heart: A Black Worker’s
Journal that not long after the formation of the CIO
he led a walkout strike in an auto plant to get Black
women away from the glue room and into the sewing room. To his astonishment, white workers from
department after department walked out with the
Black women in solidarity.
In 1967 and 1968 News and Letters Committees
members participated with Black Ford workers in
New Jersey who had wildcatted over foremen using
racial invectives against them. A few white workers
joined the picket line. No white workers crossed it.
In Andy Phillips’ account of The Coal
Miners’ General Strike and the Birth of Marxist-Humanism in the U.S., he described coal
operators’ efforts to undermine the strike,
occasionally by legally intimidating John L.
Lewis but more commonly by shutting off the
sources of aid from County Relief organizations and churches. Miners, wildcatting over
Lewis’ objections, sent teams to Detroit and
other cities and received relief from fellow
workers in time to keep miners going “one day
longer,” to use a slogan from later strikes. That
aid won the wildcat strike for the coal miners.
In contrast, too many in the last quarter century
have weirdly read Marx inside out to support rulers,
not workers or people fighting for self-determination. Most of the left supported Serbian chauvinism
in Bosnia on the pretext that Serbia had more factories, therefore more factory workers, therefore it was
the more proletarian.

MARX: ‘I AM NOT A MARXIST’

The hostility to the Arab Spring and especially
to the 2011 Syrian Revolution has led self-styled
Marxists for more than eight years to support
counter-revolution worldwide. Syrians had counted
on avowed socialists’ solidarity with a revolution
that had organized communes in almost every village and neighborhood, with constant dialogue over
the aims of the revolution.
In the early 1900s German Social Democracy,
with the notable exception of Rosa Luxemburg, did
not oppose the Kaiser’s genocidal suppression of the
1904 Herero Rebellion in southwest Africa. German
workers paid the price for that betrayal when socialists accommodated European empires sending workers to oppose each other and be part of the nine million killed in World War I. The solidarity that ended
the war came from below, in the readiness to mutiny
of both French and German soldiers. That is what
forced armistice on the generals and politicians 100
years ago last November.
Some socialists focus on workers like generals and politicians, or like fleas on dogs. Ruling state-capitalist parties for the last century
have pretended to embrace Marx and workers
in order to wield power, like the Workers’ Party of Korea. Even the avowedly counter-revolutionary anti-Bolshevik party of Hitler found it
useful to call itself the National Socialist German Workers Party. Socialism with borders is
not socialism.
That should have been fair warning to any workers who identified with the Nazis that, the moment
they took power, they would machine gun strikers
on picket lines and throw trade unionists into concentration camps. Now actual Nazis and the KKK
gather again and strut and kill with Trump in power. To those “leftists” supporting Trump’s reactionary friends like Putin or the Philippines’ Rodrigo
Duterte, we recall Marx’s words: “If these are Marxists, then I am not a Marxist.”
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SOCIALISM AND PHILOSOPHY OF REVOLUTION

“What is socialism?” is addressed
by the essay on “Socialism and a Philosophy of Revolution” and by the radio interview in the “From the Writings of Raya Dunayevskaya” column
(both in March-April N&L) where she
traces the dialectic of women’s liberation in the Russian and Chinese
revolutions and women’s resistance
to the encroaching dehumanization
of parent-child relationships as revolution was transforming
into state-capitalism.
Gerry Emmett’s essay shows how revolutions since Marx
have been defeated
as the failure to develop and be guided
by a philosophy of
liberation allowed
them
to
become
transformed as well.
Equally important, both
articles show socialism as a continuously developing concept and reality. They make it clear that revolution
in permanence will be needed.
Reader
Michigan
***
That radio interview of Dunayevskaya is profound without seeming so.
In just talking about the family, what
Marx thought of it, what it could be,
she creates a picture of a revolution
that is so much more than what “socialism” means in today’s world. She
stresses that revolution means “We
should be very, very open.” The kind
of revolution she endeavored to create
was one where we have “to create the
conditions for everyone to be able to
experiment with choices...” She insists
that “there is no way we can know
the answers beforehand.” And we
“must never forget that the revolution
in permanence refers to you too, not
just to the enemy...” In these simple
words she weaved a concept of revolution that is so different, so compelling,
that it needs to become a beacon of the
revolution that could be and that we
should be fighting for.
Women’s liberationist
Chicago
***
Dunayevskaya’s interview opens
up an important way of thinking
about permanent revolution; not alone
as a question of continuing revolutionary change beyond reformism, or even
breaking fully with bourgeois society.
She was arguing that, for Marx, it was
a question of the needed revolutionary
transformation after the destruction
(negation) of capitalism. Her reference to Marx’s Critique of the Gotha
Program is significant. Without offering any “blueprint,” Marx indicated
in terms of labor what would have to
be fully developed to finally leave the
chains and prejudices of bourgeois society behind. As important as is the
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concept of permanent revolution for
the overthrow, Dunayevskaya was
showing that for Marx permanent
revolution was equally necessary during the construction of a new society
(the second negation). In Critique of
the Gotha Program Marx’s comments
were on labor. Dunayevskaya pointed
to permanent revolution as needed
“after the revolution” for women’s liberation, for the family, indeed for all
aspects of humans’ life and labor.
Eugene Walker
Mexico City

•

SUDAN IN REVOLT

Give Sudan back to the civilians!
Hemidti, head of the Rapid Support
Forces involved in genocide in Darfur,
should have no role in the transitional
government. What’s convenient for
the U.S. is not what is convenient to
us. And to those in the opposition okay
with this, what is politically expedient
in this case is pure racism.
Sudanese
Oxford

•

IRAN vs. IRANIANS

They imprisoned, tortured and
killed our environmentalists in Iran.
Now they are arresting flood relief
community volunteers in Ahwaz
who’ve been building emergency
flood protection barriers to save their
homes, farmlands, families, communities. The message of the Iranian state
is clear: You have no right to care,
protect and organize yourselves even
under the harshest and most dire conditions. The state is the sole authority.
If we are failing at fulfilling our basic jobs and responsibilities, you still
cannot become an active citizen. Your
responsibility under our authority is
to die in silence, despair, hopelessness
and isolation.
Iranian
Berlin

•

FLINT PLAY CAPTURES VOICES

“Flint” is a play by Jose Casas,
an assistant professor of theatre and
drama at the University of Michigan
School of Music, Theatre and Dance.
He interviewed over 80 people in Flint
and wrote the play based on the interviews and on various speeches by public officials, scientists and engineers.
His students acted as fictional Flint
residents. The play was performed
in Flint on April 16. It centers on the
water crisis and there were two video
monitors displaying running water
and various scenes from Flint. But the
play went into far more than that by
eliciting “voices from below” about virtually every problem affecting Flint.
The play was an attempt to capture
the highlights of the interviews and
speeches and worked incredibly well.
Dan
Flint, Mich.

•

SACRED SITES

This is what I heard Casey Douma of the Indigenous Goddess Gang
say after hearing about the fire that
destroyed the Notre-Dame cathedral:
“The concern and dismay is being
felt by many around the world. Now
imagine that the damage to this historic and religious site were caused
by a pipeline running through it, by
fracking, or due to development. This
shock and dismay is the type of feeling indigenous people feel when our
lands and sacred sites are damaged or
threatened.”
January
Chicago

GUN CONTROL DEBATE

Your editorial somewhat in favor
of gun control was misguided. As Mao
observed, “Political power grows out of
the barrel of a gun.” The U.S. would
be an even more oppressive police
state were it not awash in guns. What
is needed is to get more weapons out
into the hands of the people and not
less. This allows the people to defend
themselves against the police. A better focus would be on disarming the
American police, not the people. Take
the guns away from the cops—who are
mostly bullies and cowards—save for
special armed units, just like in the
UK.
Prisoner
Torrington, Wy.

•

LABOR STRIKES

Chicago Symphony Orchestra
musicians went on strike March 10.
The CSO is considered one of the five
great orchestras in the world, but its
board has been OK with canceling two
months of concerts. Instead musicians
have performed free concerts around
the city. The monied interests behind
the board are determined to break the
union and dissolve the pension system, even though their own substitute
would cost millions more next year.
The CSO makes big money from its
concerts at the Ravinia Festival each
summer, so this might give musicians
some leverage in the weeks to come.
Former CSO musician
Chicago
***
The different and continually
arising strikes and other pro-worker
events by teachers, nurses, hotel workers, etc., show that people do want
freedom and a return to “I will not be
treated like garbage anymore.” Thank
you, struggling workers, for inspiring
me to keep working for liberation!
Elise
Chicago

•

IS THIS FASCISM?

When the Highlander Institute
in Tennessee was burned down, apparently by a white supremacist, I
thought about the Taliban (didn’t they
destroy an ancient Buddha, among
other things?) and other fascist groups’
attempt at a total erasure of a whole
group of people, and the U.S. bombing
of Iraq that decimated museums and
such. I thought about this attack on
Highlander as an attack on the idea of
freedom, to erase the struggle and its
articulated ideas from the earth. It is
really sad, and frightening too.
Feminist
Illinois
***
Your writers constantly call
Trump “a fascist,” which does a disservice to the truth and, perhaps, a service to actual neofascists who would
be flattered by association with them.
This is the same propaganda used by
“the right” when they called Obama “a
socialist.” Fascism is a historical and
political movement to which Trump
does not belong. Calling him “a fascist” implies strong ideological beliefs
which he obviously lacks. Another
strange notion I have been detecting.
It seems that you are ready to cheer
any semi-revolutionary movement
around the world as a true Marxist Revolution, be it the Arab Spring,
promoted and instructed by Obama’s
State Department; or the Syrian uprising, financed by the CIA and led to
the creation of ISIS; or Iranian Islamic revolution of 1979, which brought
a theocracy to the modern age; not to
forget the Hungarian 1956 actually
fascist counter-revolutionary uprising.
Prisoner
Elmira, N.Y.

MAY-JUNE 2019
***
Editor’s note: What we have written again and again is that Trump has
fascist allies, that he enables fascists
and their striving for a fascist world
order. That is indisputable, no matter
how much one wants to quibble about
Trump’s inner darkness. But the writer lets the cat out of the bag by aligning himself with the position of Putin,
shared by much of the degenerate Left
as well as the far Right, that actual
revolts and revolutions from below are
“fascist” or controlled by the U.S.—everything from the Hungarian Revolution, which brought Marx’s 1844 Humanist Essays onto the historic stage in
opposition to totalitarian state-capitalist “Communism,” to the Arab Spring’s
spontaneous uprisings that, as always,
all sorts of state powers and would-be
state powers tried to co-opt. Obviously
the phrase “a true Marxist Revolution”
came from the writer’s imagination.

•

TRUMP AND DEVOS

It’s hard for me to understand how
20-30% of Americans can still support
Trump, with all the recent revelations. He’s taken over the Republican
Party. At the recent CPAC Convention
he spoke two hours, 22 minutes. He’s a
grifter, and a majority of the speakers
there were also grifters, there for selfpromotion.
Observer
Flint, Mich.
***
Despite the wonderful teachers’
strikes, Betsy DeVos’ influence has
spelled intellectual genocide in Detroit K-12 education.
Steve
Detroit

•

VOICES FROM BEHIND BARS

If you
take a closer look at
tough
on
crime politicians and
the prison
system, you
find it’s all
about money. Take Mountain View
Correctional Institution. The sewing
plant runs a double shift for more
profits while they house 110 inmates
in blocks designed for 66. Needless
to say, it causes many problems. The
ventilation is ineffective. The water
and waste treatment are overloaded.
The provider has cut off service and
fined Mountain View. They just set
up porta-potties on the yard and it’s
business as usual. The North Carolina
prison system is just a warehouse of
inmate slave labor with no help for inmates in sight.
Prisoner
Spruce Pine, N.C.
***
I did receive the January-February 2019 issue of N&L. But the
March-April issue was impounded or
censored for a strike report. This is
what we stand for. A strike against
capitalism and imperialist bastards.
With this letter I enclose the impound
notification so you know about what
the people here are doing to us in
prison. I am glad I receive this type of
paper and the information in its pages
is of most importance to me.
Prisoner
Chipley, Fla.
***
Thank you very much for the subscription. Each copy I receive gets read
by the entire laundry department,
where I work, and several of the commissary workers, so all told, twentyplus. That’s a pretty good circulation!
My own politics are very socialistic,
and I’m always looking to learn more.
Prisoner
Littleton, Colo.
TO OUR READERS: Can
you donate $5 for a prisoner who
cannot pay for a subscription
to N&L? Prisoners are eligible to
continue their free subscriptions
when they first get released.
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The open repudiation of such a central principle
of international law has real consequences, as Nepresidential power grab to build a wall wanted only
tanyahu showed when he cited it as “proof” his state
by a delusional mob.
can “hold” occupied territory. Annexing parts of the
What counts as an emergency is asylumWest Bank was long in the air in Israeli politics, and
seekers, mostly women and children, who are
Netanyahu made it a plank in his election campaign,
not white. Using the same language as the teralongside the racist “Nation-State” law.7 His re-elecrorist attackers of the New Zealand mosques
tion on this platform with Trump’s blessing pounded
and the Pittsburgh synagogue, Trump
the final nail into the coffin of the two-state socalled the caravan “an invasion of our
lution. Trump’s move also strengthens Russia’s
astonishme
Country.” Trump’s wall-building is a miliannexation of Crimea—which he has been suptarization of the mind, aimed more at
porting for two years by demanding an end to
keeping the U.S. population in line than
sanctions on Russia, and China’s claims in the
at keeping others out. That effort involves
South China Sea.
demonization of people of Latin American
China’s assertiveness on the world
descent as the Other.
stage is turning 30 years of primitive acOne measure of the depth of today’s crisis
cumulation of capital into political capital
is the fact that, unlike the fabricated emerfor Xi Jinping. The hothouse development
gency, the rekindling of the nuclear arms race
of capitalism, courtesy of the blood and
does not seem to merit front-page news. It is
sweat of workers under state and Party
not only the fact that the new deputy nationrepression, propelled China to second in
al security adviser, Charles Kupperman, has
gross domestic product (GDP) worldwide
stated that the U.S. could win a nuclear war.
and propped up global capitalism in crisis.
The U.S., soon followed by Russia, withdrew
On this basis, China presents its singlefrom the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces
party, police-surveillance-state-capitalist
Treaty, one of the last remaining arms control
society as the destined leader and model
instruments, and both are ramping up the nu- Participants in a huge anti-Brexit March of over a million people in London on March 23,
for the next world order.
clear arms race while talking ominously about 2019, demanding a second chance to vote on leaving the European Union.
The particular umbrella covering China’s
“useable” nukes.
outreach is the Belt and Road Initiative. Xi
Foremost in the Trump administration’s
Trump is suspicious even of such U.S.-domiresurrects the mythology of previous dynasties’ furarms race calculations is the rising power of China.
nated international institutions as NATO, let alone
thest historical expansion to mount a 21st-Century
Its conflict with China ranges from rolling out new
the EU and the UN. He even objected to the phrase
challenge for control beyond its borders. The 15thweapons to waging a trade war, from confronting the
“rules-based international order” in the June 2018
Century expeditions of Admiral Zheng He to East
Chinese Navy in the South China Sea to deploying
G7 communiqué. His administration has leveled
Africa provided the pretext for proposing massive introops across Africa, which it sees as a commercial
numerous attacks at Europe, including support of
frastructure projects there, but it is the lure of loans
4
and geopolitical battleground. The nuclear arms
anti-immigrant fascists. He is joined in this by Rusoverflowing from China while capital is otherwise
race extends to India and Pakistan, which conducted
sian President Vladimir Putin, who has his own reaunavailable that accounts for Ethiopia and the rest
air strikes on each other this year.
sons for trying to divide Europe. Trump-Putin are
of East Africa agreeing to China’s ambitious plans,
If the Trump administration has its way, Saudi
also very pleased with Brexit, which has already
even with the examples of China claiming title to
Arabia will have a chance to build nuclear weapons,
strengthened the Right internationally and weakports and assets in foreclosure in Sri Lanka and
confronting both regional rival Iran and nuclearened both Britain and the EU.
Greece. The right-wing government of Italy is the
armed Israel. Outright war against Iran is still on
The liberal/conservative establishment laments
first in Western Europe to accept Chinese loans, for
the table: Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin NetanTrump’s attacks on the old alliances and the old libredevelopment of the Adriatic port of Trieste.
yahu let the cat out of the bag with a tweet, swiftly
eral order since, in their time, they benefited capitalChina’s economy is slowing. Its GDP growth last
deleted, announcing a meeting with Arab countries
ism and kept the U.S. on top. They fail to understand
year, under 6.5%, is the lowest since the Tiananmen
including Saudi Arabia “to advance the common inthat the new moves, even if poorly thought out, are
Square massacre of 1989. Because banning unions
terest of war with Iran.” The meeting he referred to
aimed at benefiting capitalism and keeping the U.S.
led to rank-and-file organizing in foreign-owned facwas Trump’s February anti-Iran summit in Warsaw.
on top in a changed economic-political environment.
tories, a decade or so ago the official national union
If nuclear war does not put an end to civiIn place of rules-based trade, which was
claimed to represent them to impede workers’ revolt.
lization, the rulers are pursuing another such
always geared toward U.S. supremacy, Trump
Escalating resistance, especially against factory clospath through climate catastrophe. Those who
prefers bullying each country “bilaterally”
ings and theft of benefits, has been accompanied by
spearhead the turn to fascism can’t abide even
with a more open brandishing of U.S. military
police intervention and incarcerating workers, espethe mild restrictions placed on oil, coal and
and economic power. His project is to stabilize
cially activists, as in the Pearl River Valley. Through
deforestation. From Trump to Brazilian Presiworld capitalism on the basis of entrenched
labor’s efforts, the low wages have risen tenfold.
dent Jair Bolsonaro, they are opening the
U.S. power in league with a network of auChina’s rulers are fearful that the high
floodgates while attacking climate science.
thoritarian strongmen. The pitfalls of this apeconomic growth rate that the regime banks
Whether in power like Trump or gunning for it
proach, which cannot neutralize the objective
on for legitimacy will drop again this year,
like the Alternative for Germany party, these farforces pushing nationalisms into conflict with
maybe even leading to recession. Along with
right wreckers pretend to oppose “elites,” but in reeach other, is seen in Trump’s on-again offcontrolling workers at every factory and every
ality they are doubling down on capitalism and its
again love affair with North Korea’s Kim Jonguprising, China harshly represses people at
attacks against working people as well as against
un and in the growing tensions between the
the margins in Tibet and Xinjiang with internwomen and all kinds of minorities and scapegoats.
U.S. and Turkey.
ment camps that the world is ignoring in order
There is a split in the ruling class between
to reap the benefits of Chinese trade.
those moving toward fascism and those preferring
A “social credit” system is being imposed across
a greener, gentler capitalism, whose neo-KeynesChina now, employing computerized records as the
ianism is trending toward some variant of a “green
modern form of party hacks in every village gaugnew deal,” and who want to rescue the 2015 Paris
ing how loyal one is to the Party. If not loyal, people
climate agreement along with the decrepit suite of
can be excluded from apartments, jobs, transportaFascism never disappeared after the Nazis’ deinternational institutions from which it issued. Both
tion, etc. Xi Jinping fits well into the mold of today’s
feat in World War II because capitalism could not
sides aim to shore up failing capitalism, instead of
authoritarians. Solidarity is needed with Chinese
solve any of society’s fundamental problems. It was
abolishing it, the only way to save humanity.
workers. China can show us our own future, and
somewhat marginalized, though at times unleashed
Trump’s actions did not create the old inChinese workers will help reshape that future.
to stave off revolution, as in the bloody Brazilian
ternational order’s decay. He contributed to,
Neither false alternative—China’s regime or
military dictatorship that Bolsonaro praises and
but did not create by himself, the record levTrumpism—can rescue humanity from social and
has ordered the military to celebrate. But so crisisels of global debt, the ongoing stagnation, the
environmental collapse. Both are forms of rule tryridden is the post-2008 world that fascism, in new
record trade deficit, the weakening of internaing to remold the world order but only within the
costumes, is rushing to power across the world, with
tional institutions and their growing replacenarrow bounds of imperialist state-capitalism.
little resistance from top capitalists, and often with
ment by a proliferation of authoritarian strongtheir complicity. They feel the underlying instability
men, whose cooperation in global reaction is a
well enough to take some comfort in less democracy,
prelude to competition and conflict that could
more authoritarianism; more freedom of speech for
end in world war. In short, Trump is a personinoxious counter-revolutionary voices instigating
fication of the crumbling of the system.
violence, less free speech for workers organizing as
Because of that, what appears as a pre-election
workers, for water protectors and other environmengift to his partner in racist-nationalist reaction, Netal defenders, for those speaking the scientific truths
tanyahu, is a grave new move in the dismantling of
about climate as well as medical truths about aborpost-World War II norms, and a step toward war.
Sectors of the capitalist class long chafed to
tion and birth control, and for women and minorities
That gift is the U.S. recognition of Israel’s anthrow off the restraints imposed by the New Deal in
targeted for harassment by mobs.
nexation of the Golan Heights from Syria, which
the U.S. and social democracy in Europe, but were
In Europe, the far right has made strides
flies in the face of international law, both in the
held in check during the three decades of the postin country after country, in some cases becomgeneral prohibition of grabbing territory by military
World War II boom. That changed in 1974-75 when
ing part of the government, and in others pullconquest and in the particular unanimously adopted
capitalism’s endemic tendency for the rate of profit
ing governing parties into immigrant-bashing.
UN Security Council resolutions. Of course, the U.S.
to fall led to the deepest world economic crisis since
The UK’s endless descent into crisis and dishas long acquiesced in Israel’s rule over the occupied
the Great Depression, which was not matched until
integration over Brexit, set in motion by the
territories.6
the even deeper 2008 crash. The resulting structural
Right’s victory in the 2016 referendum, is a
change meant that capitalism could not go on as beharbinger for Europe and the world. The May
N&L.
fore. Led by Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan,
23-26 European Parliament elections are likely
6. Going further, David Friedman, Trump’s ambassador
capitalists tried to shore up profits through an asto
Israel,
proclaimed
on
March
26
“the
need
for
Israel
to
to see a big enough far-right surge to transsault on the wages, working conditions, and organizmaintain overriding security control of Judea and Samaria
form the dynamic of the European Union, with
ing ability of workers and on poor countries. That
and
a
permanent
defense
position
in
the
Jordan
Valley”—
5
or without the UK.
was never separate from an assault on our minds.
that is to say, permanent military control of the West Bank,
4. See our editorial on “Is nuclear war on the horizon?”
regardless of any “peace” deal to be offered. That is the
continued on p. 8
continued from p. 1

The European Union is one of the prime targets of Trump’s campaign to dismantle multilateral
international institutions. Trumpism’s “America
First” strategy is rooted in the economic stagnation
and simmering discontent in the U.S., and consequently the desire to weaken competitors, especially
China and Europe, and to throw around the weight
of the waning but reigning superpower.

II. Remaking the world
order in the image
of the far right

III. World crises in
economy, politics, ideology—and the missing link of philosophy

(March-April N&L), which analyzes how the global economic crisis is forcing a unity of economic and war policy,
as well as the reach for something new in opposition.
5. See “Rise of Far Right threatens ‘Europe,’” March-April

position of Netanyahu, but also most of the other parties
in Israel’s Knesset. See Maayan Lubell, “U.S. envoy hints
at peace deal with Israeli security control in West Bank,”
Reuters, March 26, 2019, https://www.reuters.com/article/

us-usa-israel-aipac-friedman-idUSKCN1R725L.
7. See “Israel’s reactionary nation-state law,” Sept.-Oct
2018 N&L.
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idealism. In Hegel’s concept of world-transforming
continued from p. 7
subjectivity whose self-movement is objective, Lenin
Reactionary ideology—pushing racism, sexism,
saw a deeper basis for his own concept of masses as
heterosexism, militarism, climate change denial,
reason. As Raya Dunayevskaya added, “It wasn’t
rejection of any environmental or workplace safeonly self-movement that Lenin discovered in Hegel’s
guards, the constant drumbeat that there is no alphilosophy, it was also the plunge into freedom that a
ternative to capitalism—had its counterpart in the
generalization gives you.”11
ideological pollution of the Left. That was borne out
We return to this 1914 break in thought to shed
by the incompleteness of the revolts that brought
light on what is needed both to separate the revoludown Communism in Eastern Europe and Russia
tionary movement from the trends within it that are
and by Left apologias for the genocide in Bosnia.
aiding counter-revoA new study found
lution, and to make
that today’s wave of
new revolutionary be“autocratization” and
ginnings.
assault on democracy
Lenin’s
break
actually began in
was followed by his
1994,8 at the height
analysis of the subof the genocide—and
jectivity of new forcjust as importantly,
es of revolution in
the feeble internastruggles for national
tional response to
self-determination
it. It is no accident
against imperialism,
that the New Zealand
and led to his concept
killer’s livestream inof the toiling masses
cluded a song devoted
“to a man, woman
to Radovan Karadzic,
and child” taking
a leader of that genocharge of production
cide campaign.
and the state if revoIn the wake of
Vladimir Lenin speaking to the masses, 1917.
lution was to mean
the 1995 Dayton Acliberation.
cords imposed by the
Thereby Lenin provided ground not only for toU.S., which legitimized the country’s ethnic partital opposition to the betrayers and opportunists, but
tion, global politics of the rulers made a palpable
for the revolution to come. The break with his own
turn toward nationalism and ethnocentrism.9 This
philosophical past enabled him to intervene in the
turn of global politics was facilitated by the failure
1917 Russian Revolution so that the second, October
of the world Left to make a category of the opposite
Revolution came to be. That point is central to the
tendency coming from the Bosnian masses defending
recent Marxist-Humanist book of selected writings
multicultural existence.10 While genocide in Bosnia
by Raya Dunayevskaya, Russia: From Proletarian
was going on, the Rwandan genocide ignited, with
Revolution to State-Capitalist Counter-Revolution.
little response from the U.S. and European powers
The present split within the Left calls for
except likely complicity by France. Rwanda’s holorealizing philosophy as a polarizing force that
caust in turn set the stage for the genocidal “African
gives action its direction. That direction would
world war,” with fighting, atrocities and oppression
begin, but not end, with fighting for solidarity
continuing in Congo to this day.
with real revolution and breaking with those
As much of the Left twists and turns
who support counter-revolution. That is only
to avoid looking in the historic mirror and
the first step toward second negation and a diglimpsing their own share of responsibility for
rection driven by the concept of revolution in
the counter-revolutionary descent since the
permanence.
Bosnian genocide, will they remember how
The Great Divide in Marxism that Lenin estabthey accepted, even celebrated, deniers of the
lished does not answer today’s problems, but skipgenocide as legitimate allies; or how the pauping over it is a way of evading the indispensability
city of Left solidarity left the field open for the
of philosophy for revolution, since the success of the
U.S. to set the terms of peace? Will they recOctober Revolution gets attributed to the leadership
ognize the repetition of that failure of solidarof a vanguard party, or simply denied and viewed
ity again and again, from apologias for Iraq’s
as the advent of tyranny, throwing out any idea of
Saddam Hussein to defense of Syria’s Bashar
transformation into opposite, of counter-revolution
al-Assad, which brought them into alliances,
emerging from within the revolution—even though
sometimes open, with elements of the far right
that contradiction has beset not only the Russian
because of their agreement that Assad was a
Revolution but every other one since—and thus
victim of “globalists”?
throwing out the indispensable weapon, the dialecIn the absence of any such epiphany, can our
tic.
projection of Marxist-Humanist philosophy as an elThat ground was not followed up on—in part
ement of the struggle help establish a sorely needed
due to Lenin’s own philosophic ambivalence and
dividing line within the Left to fight against the
his failure to make his Hegel notebooks the public
rampant ideological pollution?
basis for the revolution’s further development.12 In
The dividing line in life is between revolution
the absence of that philosophical ground, the 1930s
and counter-revolution. Because the century since
depression led to fascism and world war, the same
the Russian Revolution has proved that counter-revthreats we face today, only with even more apocalypolution dialectically emerges not only from outside
tic potential consequences.
the revolution but from within it, and since thought
This is not just about 1914-1917. The point is
is integral to life, the line between a philosophy of
to make a new philosophical beginning to set the
revolution and ideological pollution is not only a
ground for a new beginning in reality, in revolution,
frontier but a line of battle. And that is a life and
in the achievement of a new human society. The abdeath battle.
sence of that kind of ground sapped the Left’s power
Revolutionaries faced a life and death batto project a pole of attraction for the discontent that
tle in 1914 when World War I broke out and the
is so widespread, and therefore its power to resist
Marxist Second International collapsed, with
the rise of the Right. As we have seen, much of the
many socialist parties and leaders supporting
Left’s thinking got warped by the ideological pollutheir rulers in the imperialist war.
tion from the Right.
While many revolutionaries broke with the
pro-war socialists, only Lenin made a philosophical break, shocked to find that those he had seen as
leaders had misled the movement. He felt compelled
to rethink the philosophical roots of Marxism by diving into Hegel’s dialectic. It led to a break in his conception of the relationship between materialism and
The past four and a half decades have been
8. Anna Lührmann & Staffan I. Lindberg, “A Third Wave
shaped
not only by the capitalist onslaught but by a
of Autocratization Is Here: What Is New About It?” Democseries of struggles, of revolt, revolution, and counterratization, March 1, 2019. https://www.tandfonline.com/
revolution. Since the 2008 crash, a new revolutiondoi/full/10.1080/13510347.2019.1582029
9. This may well have been a factor in Netanyahu’s first
ary wave arose with the Arab Spring at its center.
rise to Prime Minister of Israel in 1996.
Counter-revolution’s victory, above all the Syrian

IV. Humanity’s
never-ending quest
for liberation

10. We did not shy away from making such a philosophical category of the new kind of national liberation struggle
in Bosnia that opposed ethnic divisions—which we posed
as the test of world politics—and from linking it with the
search Marxist-Humanism found in Marx’s late writings
for multilinear pathways to a new society. See BosniaHerzegovina: Achilles Heel of Western ‘Civilization’ (News
& Letters, 1996).

11. Raya Dunayevskaya, “On Working Out Our Perspectives: Practicing Dialectics” (May 24, 1968, letter found in
Vol. VI of the Raya Dunayevskaya Collection, http://rayadunayevskaya.org/ArchivePDFs/4092.pdf, #4093-4096).
12. See chapters 1-3 of Russia: From Proletarian Revolution to State-Capitalist Counter-Revolution: Selected Writings by Raya Dunayevskaya (Haymarket, 2018).

Bosnia-Herzegovina: Achilles Heel of Western ‘Civilization’
Contains: Raya Dunayevskaya’s “A Post-World War II View of Marx’s Humanism, 1843-83; Marxist
Humanism in the 1950s and 1980s” as well as articles, editorials and essays from News & Letters.

$10 includes postage.

genocide with support from wide swaths of the Left
as well as the Right, threw the doors wide open for
the current march of fascism.
Yet revolt keeps springing up across the world,
most dramatically in Sudan and Algeria, continuing
even after they toppled those countries’ long-time
rulers. (See “Algerian women at forefront” p. 2 and
12.) It shows that the human quest for liberation
cannot be killed, and it shows why ruling classes are
willing to tolerate economic disruption caused by the
counter-revolutionary mob as long as it attacks the
revolt. This year has seen new uprisings as well in
Serbia, Montenegro and Haiti. Labor strikes keep
erupting from Iran to Bangladesh, from China to
Zimbabwe.

A. Youth revolt vs. climate chaos

The global climate strikes of March 15 must be
seen in this context of a period of revolt, revolution
and counter-revolution. Those strikes were the most
massive and challenging event of something that
has been building for years: a many-faceted surge of
opposition to climate inaction and continuing intensification of fossil fuel extraction and use.
A host of local, national and international organizations have formed to take up this battle, with
youth key to their founding and leadership. The
movement at Standing Rock against the Dakota Access Pipeline, led by Native Americans, energized
Indigenous opposition to colonialism worldwide and
opposition to pipelines in the U.S. and Canada, and
inspired many of the youth now expressing the urgency of fighting looming climate chaos.
Standing Rock also sparked a clampdown by
the state and corporate security, including surveillance, infiltration and a wave of draconian state and
federal bills to make even indirect involvement with
pipeline and other climate justice protests into felonies. These bills are being pushed by oil companies
with the aid of the reactionary corporate lobbying
group American Legislative Exchange Council. Another side of this repression is a wave of laws and
regulations to muzzle government employees, including scientists, and public school teachers who
would dare to speak the truth about climate change.
The rulers recognize that the movement is
about minimizing climate change and about how
society will adapt to already built-in warming. Mitigating and adapting to climate change entails massive disruptions to the existing economy. That is why
the movement calls for a “just transition”—one of the
green new deal’s main goals. Despite the limitations
of the latter,13 this concern sends the movement toward “system change not climate change.”
Inaction on climate change is already
causing massive disruption, which promises to
mushroom. Every year brings new disasters.
Striking five African countries, Cyclone Idai—
like Hurricane Harvey in Texas and Hurricane
Florence in the Carolinas—slowed down over
land and caused massive flooding. The city of
Beira, Mozambique, was 90% destroyed, over
1,000 people were killed, thousands more were
missing, and three million were affected. The
devastation in Africa together with massive
flooding in Iran and the Midwestern U.S. show
that, while the poor and oppressed of the world
will suffer most and earliest from climate chaos, it is a delusion for anyone to believe they
are beyond its reach.
The world will adapt to global warming one way
or another, either in a militaristic, police-state, authoritarian, gated-community, wall-building way
under the control of a small elite, or in a human way
under the control of the masses. That spells revolution in permanence, although the word “revolution”
is only rhetorical in most corners of the movement
and theoretical debates. It is incumbent on us to
project from within the movement that this is what
the movement is reaching for and to battle ideas that
would divert it in another direction. And therefore a
philosophy of revolution is crucial to avert the diversions and advance toward the goal.

B. Labor confronting
capitalism’s destructiveness

The capitalist economy is always engaging in
what economist Joseph Schumpeter called “creative
destruction” and today’s tech moguls boastfully call
“disruption.” Jobs, towns, industries, regions, countries are decimated in the name of progress in the
normal workings of capitalism. This has been happening for decades with coal mining, for example.
The number of U.S. coal miners fell from almost
900,000 in 1923 to just over 500,000 on the eve of
automation in the mines to under 150,000 by 1969.
The founders of Uber raked in their fabulous
wealth through just such disruption, decimating the
livelihoods of taxi drivers, undermining public mass
transit systems in city after city, and shamelessly
exploiting the drivers they employ. (See “Uber andcontinued on p. 9
13. See “The Green Not-so-great New Deal,” Jan.-Feb.
2019 N&L.
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14. See Emily Atkin, “Climate Change and the Death of
the Small Farm,” The New Republic, March 27, 2019, and
Chris McGreal, “How America’s Food Giants Swallowed
the Family Farms,” The Guardian, March 9, 2019.
15. See Carrie Hribar, “Understanding Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations and Their Impact on Communities,” National Association of Local Boards of Health, 2010.

in an ever more alienated system.
Yet we cannot forget that in 2013, Chicago’s
mayor-appointed school board closed 49 schools despite thousands of teachers, parents and students
in the streets. New “per-pupil” funding led to massive budget cuts and class size exceeding contractual
limits. Budget constraints forced principals to lay
off veteran teachers to hire cheaper inexperienced
teachers. And custodians’ jobs represented by SEIU
(which did not support the CTU strike) are now outsourced to mega-corporation Aramark.
Striking teachers and their communities will need to realize the ramifications of
their own narrative as
a radical philosophical
articulation
essential
for grounding effective
strategies to combat the
nationwide push toward
private,
commodified,
class-biased education.
Strikes have broken out
in other sectors as well, such
as the strikes that hit 240
Stop & Shop stores in New
England, Uber and Lyft in
Los Angeles, the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra, GE
Transportation in Erie, Pa.,
and Marriott hotels in several cities. Not only nurses
but lower-paid healthcare
workers, including those
who provide home care, are
organizing, and so are domestic workers, who have
traditionally been left out of
minimum wages and everything else. They come from
all over the world and speak
all different languages.

day…whistled at our azan….They chanted slogans.”
Erdoğan continued, “Their only alliance is the enmity towards azan and the flag.” This ignores the hundreds of scarfed Muslim women at the demonstration who were gassed by the cops. The Diyanet-Sen
(the syndicate for employees of the Religious Affairs
Directorate) demanded that the government investigate and that the marchers apologize to the Turkish
population, even though the marchers represent the
Turkish people—especially Turkish women.17
Turkish women were not alone in facing
orchestrated attacks using fundamentalist religion and “our culture”
to demonize them.
In Spain, tens of thousands marched. Feminism
is so popular in Spain that
the Right is determined to
co-opt it in order to destroy
it. The far-Right party Vox
claims that proposed legislation to fight violence
against women, for equality, and for LGBTQ rights
discriminates against men.
A Catholic organization,
HazteOir (Make yourself
heard) drove a bus around
the country painted with
the slogan #StopFeminazis
and a picture of Hitler with
pink lipstick.
A group started by
Spanish
right-wingers,
“Women of the World Global Platform,” aims to bring
conservative groups from
around the world together.
They called for a counterdemonstration in Madrid on
March 10. They claim that
IWD is “a day for those who
Protester at Pakistan International Women’s Day Aurat March
reject femininity as well as
2019.
masculinity, complementarity, maternity and dedication to the family,” while they embrace it.18
They pulled off a demonstration of about 200
In teachers’ strikes, healthcare and domestic
where every sign was preprinted with slogans like,
worker organizing, climate movements, struggles for
“I am a woman and men are our allies” and, “I don’t
a living wage, the fight against toxic water in Flint,
want a confrontational feminism.”
Mich., and beyond, women are active and in many
The Right is attempting to create a “good femicases women of color are leaders.
nism” that wants to embed the status quo and a bad
Women are one of the prime targets of the
feminism that wants women’s liberation. It is an
reactionary movements. That is seen in the viattempt to destroy a freedom movement while precious worldwide attack on women’s reproductending to support it.
tive rights, although Ireland’s legalization of
In Pakistan the demonstrations in Karachi,
abortion via a landslide referendum shows
Lahore and Islamabad were described by a particihow movements for women’s liberation can
pant as “groundbreaking celebration[s] of women
make stunning progress. Still, anti-feminism
in a massive march comprised of women from all
is one of the primary means of recruiting men
backgrounds, ages and ethnicity, coming together to
to fascist groups. International Women’s Day
raise the banner of women empowerment and mak(IWD) 2019 reveals that the world is becoming
ing the world feel their presence on a colossal level.”
more dangerous for women.
The range of issues was evidenced by the signs: “My
Women demonstrated for an end to violence on
Mind, My Body, My Power,” “Women have heads
every continent and every nation—from Nairobi,
too!,” “#IPledgeToStopAcidAttacks,” “#IPledgeToSKenya, where women protested femicide; to Rome,
topHonorKillings,” “Arrange marches, not marriagItaly, where women from the feminist movement
es,” “A Woman’s Place Is in the Kitchen Resistance,”
“Non Una Meno” (Not One Less) staged a gathering
“Towards Social Services for Women,” “It’s Time to
in front of the Labor Ministry protesting violence,
Organize,” “A Free Media is a Feminist Media,”19
gender discrimination, and harassment in the work“Keep your dick to yourself,” “We are not punching
place; to a massive demonstration in San Salvador,
bags.”
El Salvador, where women demanded decriminalIn a country where honor killings are rife,
ization of abortion, an end to violence and respect
the Aurat (Woman) March issued a manifesto
for women’s rights. Women in Sudan made themthat “demand[ed] the right to autonomy and
selves part of the revolt against Omar al-Bashir and
decision-making over our bodies; …equal acwent on a hunger strike. They were teargassed, arcess to quality reproductive and sexual health
rested, beaten and denied healthcare. In defiance of
services for women, all genders and sexual
Philippines President Rodrigo Duterte, over 4,000
minorities.” Women want “economic justice,
marched in Manila shouting slogans against him.
implementation of labor rights,” an end to sexTaking a closer look at three countries shows
ual harassment in the workplace, “recognition
the world is becoming more dangerous for women.
of women’s unpaid labor, and the provision
In Turkey President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan
of maternity leave and day-care centers….[It]
has tried to sabotage IWD, but this year the stench
also focused on climate change…clean drinkof the police state Turkey has become permeated the
ing water and air, protection of animals and
air. The demonstrations were banned on the day of
wildlife…Other demands covered nearly every
the March, and police in riot gear jammed the site.
aspect of social justice.”20
Thousands were funneled into a small side street
The backlash was brutal. A well-known Islamic
with buildings on both sides.16 Then the police atcleric’s video said that if women claim the right to
tacked with “tear gas, plastic bullets, batons and
their bodies, men can also claim the right to rape
police dogs.” So thick was the tear gas that a demthem. Planners received rape and death threats and
onstrator said, “The police tried to beat us after the
there were calls to the government to investigate
gas attack. They were directing the dogs to attack
them; pictures on social media were altered to make
us as well, but the dogs had a hard time breathing
marchers look bad; complaints were made to police.
and seeing.”
None of this has stopped the forward move of
Vilification was clearly planned ahead of time.
continued on p. 10
A Muslim call to prayer—called “azan”—was broad17. “Has misogyny become the official state policy in Turcast at the same time as the march and not heard by
key?” by Pinar Tremblay, al-monitor.com, March 20, 2019.
the demonstrators who were blowing whistles, bang18. “Feminism is the word in Spain’s electoral campaign,”
ing drums, chanting and singing.
by AFT, Arab News, March 6, 2019.
Erdoğan and his minions spread the lie that
19. “In Pakistan: Breaking the shackles of patriarchy at
the demonstrators, “under the guise of women’s
Aurat March 2019: In pictures,” by Bismah Mughal, The
Ema Anis, copyright Amnesty International

continued from p. 8
Lyft drivers strike against pay cuts,” p. 3.)
A vast transformation has been hollowing out
the rural U.S. since the 1980s farm crisis. Agribusiness corporate monopolies aided by state-capitalist
intervention in the agricultural economy have driven thousands of small to mid-sized farmers out of
business, a process greatly accelerated by climate
change. Small farmers are more vulnerable to the
vicissitudes of weather, aiding the consolidation of
agribusiness.14
The centralization of agriculture has contributed to environmental destruction, which in turn
contributes to climate change. For example, huge
factory farms of chickens and hogs yield massive
amounts of waste contaminated by drugs and heavy
metals. Instead of uncontaminated waste being applied to the soil in reasonable amounts to rejuvenate
fertility, it becomes concentrated in waste lagoons
that end up polluting rivers and lakes and breeding
antibiotic-resistant disease-causing organisms.15
While productivity growth has stalled, a
new wave of destruction is building under the
impact of technologies like Artificial Intelligence. When implemented, jobs from retail
stores and warehouses to truck driving could
be decimated. Capitalist ideologues foresee
this coming as if it is an unstoppable force
of nature, and argue only about whether we
should worry or not, whether a code of ethics
should be suggested to soulless corporations,
and whether to adopt some welfare measures.
Previously, the loss of 800,000 coal mining jobs
merely represented progress to the ideologues. But
when the last 50,000 jobs are threatened mainly by
the cheapening of fracked natural gas, technological change, and the switch to mountaintop removal
mining, the ideologues raise the alarm as long as
they can blame it on environmental regulation. They
are silent about the gutting of benefits for retired
and disabled miners, who outnumber working miners. They are silent about the gutting of health and
safety protections, and the boom of black lung cases.
This reveals that the destruction’s roots lie in the
capitalist system itself, and hence the need for revolution in permanence.
It also points to the importance of labor’s revolt. A period of militancy has been signaled by the
massive, well-supported teachers’ strikes all over
the country, most recently in Denver, Oakland, Los
Angeles, West Virginia (the second year in a row)
and another set of Chicago charter schools, and on
March 19 graduate workers at the University of Illinois at Chicago went on strike.
Striking teachers give the lie to claims that the
working class put Trump in power. Instead, they are
clear that Trump, like Education Secretary Betsy
DeVos and Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel, is on the
side of the wealthy who are pushing a racist, classdivided educational system and starving out education for the masses. The teachers, school staff, parents and students pushed back hard.
Teachers have articulated a vision of themselves
as workers in a different relationship to their work
than workers in commodity production, while making sure to build class solidarity. For years sectors
of service workers have been expressing this, like
the California nurses who insisted that their speedup and bad working conditions negatively affected
the quality of patient care. They resist capitalism’s
alienation of their labor by affirming that their patients are human beings and must be treated as
such. N&L “Workshop Talks” columnist Htun Lin
has consistently contrasted this humanistic vision of
direct healthcare workers with the healthcare corporations’ relentless march to quantify and commodify
patients as objects of the services they provide.
Parents understand that teachers are fighting for the quality of their children’s education. In
contrast, a “Today Show” host recently interviewing striking teachers suddenly looked puzzled and
asked, “So…your strike is not just about pay?”
Prior to the historic 2012 Chicago teachers’
strike, the radical new Chicago Teachers Union
(CTU) leadership spent two years to revitalize and
organize the entire staff at every school. It also
formed genuine alliances with the school community, to win most of their demands and work together
towards “the schools our students deserve.” We see
this vision now in the statewide strikes.
The 2012 Chicago strike represented a mass assertion by unionized teachers that they can create
“The Schools Our Children Deserve,” the title of a
document that called the present Chicago system
“educational apartheid.” In contrast, the so-called
“reform agenda” led by Education Secretary DeVos
is the agenda of 21st-century capitalism, in which
students, schools and teachers are all commodities

C. Women’s
liberation, the
Black dimension, and prisoners

16. “Istanbul police fire tear gas at banned women’s day
rally,” by AFP, globalvillagespace.com/Istanbul-police-firetear-gas-at-banned-womens-day-rally, March 8, 2019.

News (thenews.com.pk).
20. “Pakistan’s Women Marched for Their Rights. Then
the Backlash Came.,” by Tehreem Azeem, The Diplomat,
March 20, 2019.
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V. What to do in a
world in upheaval

prehension and projections of the new publications
through a series of classes with the two new books as
focus. The classes will bring together the books with
the projected pamphlets and the Archives, and each
class will be conceived as an intervention into the
objective-subjective situation, in a particular movement going on today.
We do not discuss movements as detached observers, but with the aim of projecting Marxist-Humanist ideas as an intervention within the movements. At the same time, our work will be a way to
stimulate theoretical development. News & Letters is
both a newspaper for all the forces of revolution and
a theoretical journal; in addition to being printed, it
is online on both our website and social media.
Organizational growth remains an urgent need,
as our 2018-19 Perspectives Thesis stressed: “Its objectivity is shown in the rise of a new generation of
potential revolutionaries. In order to avoid leaving
philosophy as well as organization as abstractions,
our local and national discussions need to take up
the need for such growth, and concretely address
what we are going to do about it. All our locals need
growth, and for the functioning of the center and the
organization as a whole, growth in the Chicago Local
is a key perspective.”
So let us, as we have stressed before, “prepare
ourselves, theoretically as well as in daily activities in mass struggles, to influence events in a most
decisive way through concretization of our MarxistHumanist philosophy politically….Towards that
end, this year’s plenum becomes a way to collectively
work out our Perspectives in a way that analysis of
an event and activity in mass movements lead to organizational growth as well as the self-development
of masses as Reason as well as Force.”23
—The Resident Editorial Board of News and
Letters Committees, April 15, 2019
23. From the 1977 Call for Plenum, quoted in this year’s
Call for Plenum.

QUEERNOTES
by Elise

March 31 saw the tenth observance worldwide
of Transgender Day of Visibility/TDOV, in stark
contrast to Donald Trump’s ban on Transgender
people serving in the military. TDOV included art
shows, stage performances, speeches calling for
Trans inclusion and Trans people posting photos of
themselves on social media with stories about their
journeys, and expressing their pride. The day was
founded to celebrate and advocate for the acceptance
of Trans people and provide them with the ability to
live without fear and with full human rights.
* * *
Ricardo Rossello, Governor of Puerto Rico,
signed an executive order banning so-called gay reparative conversion therapy from being administered
to minors. He said he works for “Puerto Rico to be a
society in which everyone, no matter who they love,
can be accepted and live without fear of persecution.
This includes the most vulnerable in our society, our
children who must be supported and loved.” Even
though Puerto Rico includes sexual orientation and
gender identity in its human rights and hate crimes
law, legislation banning conversion therapy for minors was blocked by Rossello’s New Progressive Party and Puerto Rico’s First Circuit Court tried—and
failed—to ban same-sex marriage after it was ruled
constitutional by the U.S. Supreme Court.
* * *
Transgender man Oliver Knight was one hour
away from having his second gender-affirming surgery at Catholic-run St. Joseph Hospital in Eureka,
Calif., when his doctor told him the surgery would
not take place because bishops didn’t approve it.
Fifteen minutes later, he was escorted out of the
hospital, still in hospital booties. Knight has filed a
lawsuit against the hospital.
* * *
Photographer Chuck Kramer’s exhibit “FACES
Out & Proud,” on tour in Chicago, Ill., is at the Uptown Cafe and Gallery through June 1. The photographs depict Chicago LGBTQ people as they live
their lives. In Kramer’s words, “Each of these pictures tells the subject’s story. Sometimes it’s a love
story; at other moments it’s a tale of friendship; but
occasionally it’s a statement of defiance. This is Chicago’s LGBTQ community today and the photos are
full of pride, excitement, and hope for the future.”
I want to help News & Letters continue to grow.
Enclosed is my contribution of $_______.
I pledge to send $_______ each month.
Name:_______________________________________
Address: __________________________________
Send to: News & Letters, 228 S. Wabash #230,
Chicago, IL 60604; or use PayPal on our
website: www.newsandletters.org/support
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Bob Simpson

zation of people from organization of thought.
continued from p. 9
A new generation’s hunger for revolutionary
Pakistani women for a different, freer reality. One
thought is reflected in the surging popularity of soof the Aurat March planners, Shumaila Hussain
cialism and of openly naming capitalism as the eneShahani, said, “I do not think such petty right-wing
tactics will deter the marchers. Marches will continue, our
struggle for a gender-just world
will continue.”21
These attacks against IWD
are new in intensity and size.
They signal a recognition by the
Right of the power of women’s
thought, actions and determination to crush women’s drive
for liberation. But the objective
truth is that women’s struggle
for freedom continues to grow
globally both in size, in militancy, and in ideas.
Black women have been
in the forefront of much
Black Lives Matter organizing, and striving to make police violence against Black
women and children visible In November 2015, demonstrators shut down much of Chicago’s Michigan Avenue Magnificent
as well as that against Black Mile shopping area to protest the police murder of Laquan McDonald.
men, which itself in the age
of Trump gets less media atmy. This began before the 2016 Bernie Sanders camtention than his mindless tweets. Some of the
paign made the media take notice. It is the masses of
latest protests have brought out the impunity
youth reaching for socialism that made possible the
of killer cops:
popularity of that campaign as well as of the hand• In Sacramento, Stephon Clark’s shooters were
ful of self-declared socialists elected to Congress last
given a paid vacation and not charged.
• In East Pittsburgh, 17-year-old Antwon Rose’s year, and of the call for a green new deal. It is powered by the disillusionment of a generation that sees
killer was acquitted despite the cop’s inconsistent
its future being sacrificed on the altar of profits and
statements (his lies had cost him a previous police
political expediency by the same system that shows
job) claiming that the unarmed teenager was a
no great concern for their present either.
threat, and the mountain of evidence that included
This makes it all the more important to deepen
three bullet holes in Rose’s back and a video showing
the discussion of what capitalism and socialism are.
him being shot as he ran away.
The transformation into opposite of the socialist
• Six cops in Vallejo, Calif., got a paid vacation and
movement at the time of World War I and the counare back on duty after executing 21-year-old Willie
ter-revolution that emerged from within the socialist
McCoy as he slept in his car—including the cop who
Russian Revolution show the need to be rooted in
had previously shot and killed another Black man
objective history and in a dialectical philosophy of
from behind.
• Protests met the light sentence a judge gave the revolution that can anticipate and comprehend such
transformations.
cop who murdered Laquan McDonald in Chicago and
the total impunity of his cover-up co-conspirators.
It shows the need for a philosophicalIt is not only white but also many Black cops
political as well as economic understanding of
who have absorbed the racist system’s dehumanized
what happens after the revolution, the quesattitude toward Black youth, as seen by the brutal
tion at the heart of Marxist-Humanist philosobeating and tasering of 16-year-old student Dnigma
phy and theory. Old mistakes are resurfacing
Howard at Chicago’s Marshall High School, which
and lessons of history are missed even by those
was caught on video, beginning with an unprovoked
who think that adding the words “democratattack by two cops as Howard started walking away
ic,” “ecological” and “feminist” to socialism is
from them after hugging a friend.
enough to avoid repeating the Russian RevoluDuring this period, news came out revealtion’s transformation into opposite—or that the
ing ties to white supremacist organizations by
abandonment of revolution can somehow allow
police in Virginia; Portland, Ore.; Sacramento;
socialism to win. This is why we will be issuing
Oakland; and the FBI.
a pamphlet this year on What Is Socialism?
What the best of the growing number of prisIt is why that pamphlet is being shaped in the
oner strikes and actions have shown is a deep concontext of our new book, Marx’s Philosophy of Revosciousness of how the prison industrial system uses
lution in Permanence for Our Day: Selected Writings
racism to divide and oppress them. In response, they
by Raya Dunayevskaya, as well as the Marxist-Huhave most often crossed ethnic lines. That was in one
manist trilogy of revolution (Marxism and Freedom;
prisoner’s words a leap in consciousness to acting
Philosophy and Revolution; and Rosa Luxemburg,
consciously as a class—thus showing how the slave’s
Women’s Liberation, and Marx’s Philosophy of Revoconsciousness can become truer and deeper than
lution) and the whole body of ideas. This new book
that of the master. Where the system “validated” the
takes the standpoint that what Marx and Dunayevsprisoners as gang members, they demanded explickaya were about was revolution and it is that which
itly to be validated as human.22
compelled them to immerse themselves in dialectical
philosophy. The absolute negativity of the Hegelian
dialectic became translated into the crucial revolution in permanence. The failure of post-Marx Marxism to root itself in the totality of Marx’s body of
All this revolt is a beginning that has prevented
ideas uniting philosophy and revolution made postTrump’s retrogression from becoming the new norMarx Marxism into a pejorative category, which is
mal—but the resistance is not the absolute opposite
one of the crucial ideas explored in the new book.
of capitalism in its degeneracy.
Development of revolutionary philosophy
The situation cries out for a banner of total huand theory depends on the work of compreman liberation to be unfurled as the absolute oppohending the current stage of world politics.
site of degenerate capitalism rushing humanity to
Every issue of News & Letters addresses that
destruction, and to act as a pole of attraction and orquestion in articles and Readers’ Views. Now
ganization for today’s revolts and social movements.
more than ever, we need to work on our projecThe concrete is no mere point of departion so that these Marxist-Humanist analyses
ture for restating Marx’s vision of liberation.
become widely recognized as a challenge to all
It calls for us to work out the current changed
other tendencies, whether post-Marx Marxist,
world of capitalism so concretely that the opanarchist, social-democratic, or other.
posite shines forth from within it; that the
We have much to build on, beginning with Dumovement from practice that is itself a form
nayevskaya’s trilogy of revolution, her Archives, and
of theory shines forth from within it. We need
our other publications. Our new books and the new
to help release the reach for a new relationpamphlets we will be publishing are interventions
ship between theory and practice and the urge
on their topics of focus and on what characterizes
for theory to root itself in the movement from
this degenerate stage of capitalism, why it arose,
practice to develop, and to develop to philosowhat is the opposite seething within it, and what to
phy. Such a release will make the degeneration
do about it. That is true of the publication on Syria,
of thought so clear that the rulers’ turn to fasthe country whose revolution and counter-revolution
cism cannot be held apart from the ideological
we identified as early as 2012 as the test of world
pollution of the Left and therefore we cannot
politics. It is true of the publication on women’s
ignore the crying need for Marxist-Humanist
liberation, the Subject that broke out into the first
organization, which does not separate organimass opposition to Trump and now faces new contradictions. It is true of the pamphlet to challenge
21. Ibid.
dominant conceptions of what socialism means.
22. Pelican Bay Hunger Strikers: ‘We want to be validated
as human’ (News and Letters, 2013).
In the coming year, we will deepen our com-
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San Francisco Youth Climate Strike

San Francisco—On Friday, March 15, a friend of
Bay Area News and Letters Committees reported a
Beta Newee

with it, the “adults in the room” can only silently nod in agreement.
Thunberg is a remarkable individual, but is not
unique in seeing the totality of the ecological crisis
facing humanity. Mass marches, and volumes of
studies, have raised the specter of a complete ecological crisis and the need to totally change the system.

YOUTH IN THE LEAD

“cheerful and exuberant rebellion today in the rare
San Francisco sunshine. There were grade school
kids and high school kids and youth leaders and reporters and photographers.
“What a turnout! Probably above 1,000
strong. The youth did it all. So many delightful
and creative signs. The standard chants and
some new ones: ‘Climate change is not a lie, We
won’t let the planet die.’
“At some point they chanted ‘AOC, AOC, AOC.’”
They were acknowledging Rep. Alexandria OcasioCortez, the Congresswoman that Fox News likes to
demonize. One young participant said that he, his
friends and many of his generation have lost all hope
for a future.

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PROTEST

The youth-led march was part of an international day of protest across the U.S. and over 100
countries, inspired by 16-year-old Greta Thunberg of
Sweden, who, over six months ago when she was 15,
began a regular Friday school strike, demanding action against the growing environmental catastrophe.
Thunberg, who educated herself over several years, questions the whole system that
brought about what she calls a total “existential crisis.” When in her talks she brooks no
compromise with those who draw hope from
the last three decades of failed efforts to deal

YOUTH IN ACTION
by Buddy Bell

When a senior at Bethesda-Chevy Chase High
School in Maryland learned her male classmates
were keeping a ranked list of her and other girls
based on looks, she and two friends told an administrator. When one boy was given only a one-day
suspension, the girls texted other classmates, telling them to text everyone they knew. At lunchtime,
40 girls showed up in the principal’s office. Nicky
Schmidt read from their agreed-on text: “We want to
know what the school is doing to ensure our safety
and security. We should be able to learn in an environment without the constant presence of objectification and misogyny.” On March 8, together with
male classmates, the girls described their experiences of sexual harassment, in school and out. The
school approved a 45-minute session, but the meeting went for two and a half hours. The senior class
has since collaborated to organize a pop-up museum
and to give training to younger students on how to
counter toxic masculinity.
* * *
The dress code at the K-8 Charter Day School
near Wilmington, N.C., required all girls to wear
skirts or jumpers. Students in 2016 presented a petition signed by over 100 classmates opposed to this
policy, but the school confiscated the petition. Three
families sued. On March 30, after three years, a federal court found the dress code unconstitutional.
* * *
Graduate students at Savitribai Phule Pune
University (SPPU), on the outskirts of Mumbai, India, were on hunger strike in February against administrators who, after cancelling graduate student
stipends in the summer of 2018, reinstated them,
only to cancel them again. The university caved once
more on Feb. 24. Weeks later, other students who
rely on meals provided at SPPU spotted worms in
the gravy on March 17, 19 and 20. A registrar would
later tell the Daily Mirror that the dining hall was
operating over its capacity, “hence quality is compromised.” About 50 students demonstrated for better
quality food on March 30.
* * *
Graduate student teaching assistants for the
University of Illinois at Chicago went on strike from
March 19 until April 5. Fundamental to their demands was an end to fee increases. Since the teaching assistants are paid by tuition waiver, the university kept tuition steady for several years, but added
various fees.

What is different about the global Youth
Climate Strike, which Thunberg’s sharp uncompromising focus helped bring to the fore in
the global movement against climate change,
is a unique youth subjectivity—a generational
perspective on the total threat to their future
and every future generation of humans.
This humanism emerges, as Jean-Paul Sartre
put it, when the age makes us “touch our limits,”
making us all “metaphysical writers.”
—Marxist-Humanist

HANDICAPTHIS!

Nursing home blues

Chicago—Nursing homes have been around
since the 1800s. They were called almshouses back
then, and housed senior citizens, the disabled, orphans, those with mental illness and people who
were considered insane.
We still hear about abuse, neglect, harassment
and discrimination. My mother died recently in one
such home from infected bedsores. Had she been
properly cared for, this would not have happened.
As soon as you are put in a nursing home
you lose freedom and independence. You feel,
and are treated, like a prisoner. You can’t do
anything without the staff’s permission. It’s
assumed that you’re stupid and don’t know
what you’re doing. You are treated like a child.
Our home is understaffed, and underpays
the people who are supposed to take care of the
residents. People who can’t go to the bathroom by
themselves often can’t get a CNA to help them. In
overcrowded homes illnesses quickly pass from one
resident to another.
OVERCROWDING FOR PROFIT

The 40 residents on my floor are jammed into
one day room that should only hold half of them.
Wheelchairs are stacked three or four in a row in
front of each other. Those of us with walkers don’t
want to be boxed in, so we go to where there is a
couch—but we all can’t sit on it. Because of the overcrowded day room, some people stay in their rooms,
and the staff encourages that. That means they’re
often forgotten at meal times.
I have seen psychological abuse here. One
CNA complains about what is in the diapers
of the ones who wear them when she has to
change them. “That so gross,” I’ve heard her
say, “icky,” and “Jesus Christ,” to make it clear
that she doesn’t want to deal with it.
One morning a CNA left my roommate lying naked on the bed for over an hour with the bedroom
door wide open. Anyone walking by could see her.
She and another CNA returned and laughed at the
sight of this elderly naked woman lying on the bed.
I’m sure my roommate was aware enough to be embarrassed.
When this happened again, I tried to cover
her with a blanket. The CNA came in and took
the blanket off her and gave me a lecture about
not trying to take care of anyone at the home.
I reported a CNA who physically threw me into
my wheelchair. I was not believed by the administrator or the social worker.

ABOLISH NURSING HOMES?

Some say we must do away with nursing homes
altogether. But with the budget cuts and the threats
to do away with Social Security and Medicare, I’m
afraid that an influx of people leaving nursing
homes would put a strain on current services like
the Cobert Program and the Dept of Rehabilitation
Services (DRS). Under our current political climate,
that would be used against us.
Trump and his far-right cronies are going after the lifelines of people, including the
elderly. Social services programs are underfunded and the DRS Program is constantly under fire in one way or the other.
ADAPT, an organization of the disabled, has
made great progress in fighting negative changes
and will continue to fight. We need to abolish nursing homes and other institutions. That can only happen if we uproot the sexist, racist, homophobic, ageist capitalistic system we have now. We need a new
society based on new human relations. The only way
that can happen is if we have a revolution, one that
is ongoing in both practice and theory, what Marx
called a revolution in permanence.
—Suzanne Rose
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Stop HB6: Ohio nuke
industry bailout!

Toledo, Ohio—Ohio HB 6 is the FirstEnergy company bailout that creates a so-called “Ohio Clean Air
Program.” The word “nuclear” is not mentioned in
the bill, nor is FirstEnergy, nor the fact that FirstEnergy is filing for bankruptcy!
It would add $2.50/month to residential
customer bills to bail out two nuclear reactors,
Davis-Besse and Perry. The Bill’s first hearing
in the House will accept proponent only testimony!
Nuclear is an immense industry that uses lots
of carbon. All nuclear facilities currently release radioactive pollution, radioactive nuclear waste, heat
and steam. The heat released from reactors DavisBesse and Perry is warming Lake Erie, contributing
to toxic algal blooms. Fish and other aquatic life are
killed by heat and the mechanisms where water is
sucked in for cooling.

60 MORE YEARS OF NUCLEAR PERIL

How long can you drive an old car? Davis-Besse
is operating past its 40-year engineered lifespan and
FirstEnergy wants to delay dismantling it for 60
years!
Bail out a bankrupt highly polluting and
dangerous company? No! Not by increasing
our electric bills. Not by calling nuclear by another name, such as “zero emissions facilities.”
FirstEnergy is dishonest. FirstEnergy “competes” by pushing legislation that blocks cheaper
renewable development. Maintenance, repairs, and
upgrades have been deferred by FirstEnergy.
What should the Ohio legislature do? It should
promote sustainable energy and give zero emission
credits to wind and solar and create jobs!
We need people to come to the Statehouse to
testify against HB 6 when opponent testimony is
scheduled.
—Ohio Sierra Club Nuclear Free Committee member

VOICES FROM THE INSIDE OUT
Still kept in prison

continued from p. 1
of violent criminals is wrong. That is why I called
a Special Session of the legislature in 1987 to pass
a ‘life means life’ sentencing bill, and that is why I
moved to end mandatory parole for violent offenders
this year.”
Thompson was fueling the flames of fear
by playing politics with mass incarceration.
This policy devastated a large area of Milwaukee’s Black community as young Black males
were disproportionately incarcerated, a situation that has been expanded—especially under
the governorship of Scott Walker.
Thompson now seems to have relented, even regretted, his hard-line approach to prisons. In a variety of articles and interviews, he presented his new
thoughts on corrections to anyone who gave him a
forum, much to the dismay of prisoners confined in
the multiple prisons built on his watch.
Ironically, what Thompson so magnanimously suggests today, are things he rejected 25 years
ago, especially where it concerned long-timers who
had committed a violent crime, but who had, over
decades, rehabilitated themselves. An irony of corrections is that long-term prisoners when released
have much lower recidivism rates than nonviolent
offenders.

A TOO LATE CHANGE OF HEART

As devastating as Thompson’s 1994 letter was to
many serving life with parole eligibility, or lengthy
near life sentences, it was the last two paragraphs
of that letter that continue to haunt Wisconsin longterm prisoners. They are still often referred to in
court actions when a long-term prisoner attempts to
challenge current parole or program decisions: “In
order to implement this policy as fully as possible, I
hereby direct the Department of Corrections to pursue any and all available legal avenues to block the
release of violent offenders who have reached their
mandatory release date. The policy of this Administration is to keep violent offenders in prison as long
as possible under the law.”
These paragraphs, and the prisons he ordered built, are his lasting monuments that
affect long-term prisoners today when they
apply for parole or program changes to lesser
security settings.
Thompson is said to have strong views about the
mistakes that he made during his tenure as governor, especially as they related to Wisconsin’s entry
into the mass incarceration market. Some of the
greatest wisdom in the world comes from 20/20 hindsight. Unfortunately, as many prisoners will tell you,
rarely does it matter to the people you have harmed.
Some things you just can’t take back, regardless of
how much you try.
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The genius of the Sudanese revolution

by Gerry Emmett

great haqibah singer Ibrahim al Kashif, the song
expresses the multicultural creative nexus that accompanied Sudanese independence. Its revival was
a repudiation of decades
of racism and religious
fundamentalism.
Indeed, one sign of the
imminent fall of Bashir
was the moment a soldier joined the protesters in its performance.

The ongoing Sudanese Revolution is a world
historic moment demanding humanity’s full attention. Following months of
peaceful protest for freedom, justice, and the fall
of the regime, the Sudanese military was forced
to place 30-year dictator
Omar al Bashir under
WOMEN’S VOICE
house arrest on Apr. 13.
Another repudiaThis genocidal war
tion of reactionary rule
criminal was unseated as
is the massive role
he was being used by othplayed by women in this
er authoritarian states in
revolution.
the region to bring Syria’s
This was symbolgenocidal dictator Bashar
ized by the iconic
In Syria’s Idlib, Free Syrians honor the Sudanese Revolution.
al-Assad back into the
moment Alaa Salah
Arab League. We will
stood atop a car with
never allow these monsters to be normalized!
her finger raised skyward, speaking to a crowd
The masses refused to leave the streets or comlargely made up of women.
promise their demands when Bashir was replaced
Indications are that the next stage of the revoby a new military ruler, Gen. Awad Ibn Auf. When
lution will again face the fundamentalist threat as
Ibn Auf tried to clear the streets by instituting a curfew, the people defied him, and within another day
Ibn Auf was also deposed.
Demands continue for a full return to civilian
Thousands marched in Mexico City, Feb. 22, to
rule and a democratic government. These tremenprotest the murder of journalist and environmental
dous events in Sudan aren’t occurring in a vacuum.
activist Samir Flores Soberanes. He had been shot

Samir Flores murder

‘ARAB SPRING’ AND AFRICA

As this was happening, demonstrations of hundreds of thousands demanding freedom brought
about the fall of Algeria’s 20-year dictator, Abdelaziz
Bouteflika. Demonstrations for full freedom have
continued there. (See “Algerian women at forefront,”
p. 2.)
Mass movements have also arisen in Morocco, Tunisia, Uganda and, via social media,
even in Eritrea under its iron-handed dictatorship.
The Sudanese Revolution has brought back the
memory of the 1950s anthem, “I Am African, I Am
Sudanese.” Words by poet Alsir Gadour, music by the

twice, execution style, on Feb. 20, at his home.
Flores, a member of the Front of Peoples
in Defense of the Earth and Water, was a vocal opponent of the Proyecto Integral Morelos, a project for development of a natural gas
pipeline and thermoelectric plants in Morelos
state. The project would contaminate the water supply of Indigenous people.
The gas pipeline would pass through more than
60 rural communities as well as over the slope of Popocatepetl, an active volcano.
Flores had challenged Mexican government representatives at a public meeting about the plan just
days before he was murdered.

European Union elections: mixed signals

Elections to the European Parliament will be
held in late May. These elections will be a measure
of the strength of the far right, racist anti-immigrant
parties that have been gaining political power on the
continent. Far right politicians like Italy’s Deputy
Prime Minister Matteo Salvini, French National
Rally leader Marine Le Pen, and Hungarian President Viktor Orban have declared their intent to take
power in the European Union.
These parliamentary elections have become an
international issue in a way not previously seen in
the EU. Increased attention has been paid to the
results of national elections in the run-up to them.
Here we have seen mixed results at best.

BETWEEN HOPE AND NIHILISM

Many have seen the victory of Zuzana Caputova
in the Slovakian presidential election, Mar. 30, as a
sign of hope. In her acceptance speech she addressed
supporters in all the country’s main languages, Slovak, Hungarian, Ruthenian, and Roma. She promised to act as a reformer, and declared that “It is possible not to succumb to populism, to tell the truth, to
raise interest and gain the confidence of voters without aggressive vocabulary and personal attacks.”
This is significant in a country where the
far right People’s Party—Our Slovakia—commits violent attacks on Roma and immigrants,
mainstreams neo-Nazi figures, and engages in
Holocaust denial.
Caputova was helped by the widespread disgust
at corruption under the previous social democratic
government and mass protest following last year’s
murder of investigative journalist Jan Kuciak.
However, the election saw a very low voter turnout and the far right remains a threat.

BAD NEWS IN NETHERLANDS, FINLAND
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In the Netherlands parliamentary elections
held on March 20, the far right Forum for Democracy party won 13 Senate seats, the most of any of
the parties represented. The party is led by former
academic Thierry Baudet, an admirer of Trump,
Putin, Le Pen and other standard-bearers of today’s
reaction. But Baudet also doesn’t hesitate to quote
Hegel or to lament, “We stand in the rubble of what
was once the most beautiful civilization.”
Many see this pseudo-intellectualism as a
joke, but it is more than that. It is a reminder
that much far right thinking is fueled by nostalgia for a past of colonialism and plunder
that has always coexisted with Europe’s high
culture. It is a reminder that this historic moment calls for judgment in historic depth as
well as continental breadth.
In Finland’s April 14 parliamentary election,
the far right Finns Party shocked observers by win-

ning 39 seats, their best showing ever, and becoming
the second largest party in Parliament.
The Finns Party combines the usual far right
hatred of immigration and modern culture with a
pseudo-Left policy of welfare chauvinism that has
attracted voters from leftist parties. The Netherlands and Finland elections could bode ill for the
coming EU elections.

THE NEEDED MASS OPPOSITION

The future of civilization won’t be decided
through bourgeois electoralism. The most significant opposition to the rise of Trump in the
U.S. has been the massive Women’s Marches,
the airport takeovers in opposition to his antiMuslim law, the huge demonstrations against
his policy of taking immigrant children from
their parents at the boarder, and the workers’
actions during his government shutdown.
This kind of mass opposition has yet to be seen
on Europe’s streets. Lacking that, it is important to
deliver the largest possible electoral defeat to the far
right this May.

Science in Venezuela

When Brazil’s national museum burned down
last year, with the loss of countless artifacts and decades of scientific research, it reflected very badly on
the former Workers Party government. The museum
had suffered years of neglect and physical decay.
Now an important article in Scientific
American (Feb. 15, 2019) describes the deterioration of scientific research under the regime
of President Nicolas Maduro in Venezuela. Efforts were made to popularize science in the
early years of Hugo Chavez’ government. But
in his later years, and much more so under his
successor, Maduro, science has been neglected.
One member of the Venezuelan Institute for Scientific Research said, “The level of deterioration is
really impossible to imagine.” Buildings are falling
apart, subscriptions to scientific journals have been
allowed to lapse, and salaries have declined to the
point where many scientists have been forced to take
other jobs.
This was happening as the Venezuelan national
economy cratered due to its dependency on one commodity, oil. As former science minister Nuris Orihuela Guevara stated, “The Bolivarian project completely lost its original course.” The neglect of science
is one more reason for the demise of the “Pink Tide”
of socialist governments in Latin America that once
promised real change.

Saudi Arabia and Iran enter competition for influence. The Sudanese women must have humanity’s
support in resisting this influence and deepening
the revolution.
The heroic women protesters have been dubbed
Kandakes, after the legendary Nubian queens who
fought for their country’s rights. If the current revolution can encompass the rights of the Nuba, the
people of Darfur, and other victims of Bashir’s genocide, it will take a giant step forward.
Let’s get clear on a few things. The overthrow of Bashir and Bouteflika has reminded
us that it wasn’t these dictators who supported Assad’s genocide—it is Assad’s genocide
that supported their rule. As Syria has been
the test of world politics, this lesson must be
learned.
Human liberation depends absolutely upon an
understanding of how the dispossession and enslavement of Africans was central to the creation of
the bourgeois world, and oppressive capitalist social
relations are upheld by racism and sexism.
It is impossible to overstate the potential significance of the Sudanese Revolution.

East Africa unity?

In 2016, independent South Sudan became
the sixth member of the East African Community,
an economic zone that is proposed as the basis of a
united East Africa Federation. The other countries
involved are Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda and
Burundi.
While Uganda has seen growing discontent with 30-year dictator Yoweri Museveni,
none of these countries are in great shape as
democracies. Extrajudicial killings by police
and security forces are practiced in all. In all
but Rwanda, it is illegal to be Gay.
What the zone has in common is Chinese capital investment. China dominates South Sudan’s oil
industry. In Ugandan highway construction, Chinese contractors receive 70% of contracts, while locals receive only 4%. China is building a new port
at Bogamayo in Tanzania, which would be able to
bypass Sudan in shipping South Sudanese oil.
At the same time, in Kenya, African employees of Chinese firms have complained of
racist attitudes and practices by their bosses.
And strongman rulers are happy to receive
military and security aid. State-capitalist neocolonialism is not concerned with human freedom.
The East African Community does have a very
beautiful anthem: “Jumuiya Yetu,” Swahili for “our
community.” That community deserves better.

Fascist massacre
in New Zealand

The Australian terrorist who massacred 50 worshippers at two mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand, Mar. 15, has been charged with 50 counts of
murder and 39 of attempted murder.
His intention was to spark a genocidal war.
His models were the Norwegian mass murderer, Anders Breivik, and Breivik’s exemplars,
the Serbs who committed genocide against
Muslims in Bosnia in the 1990s.
Along with broadcasting his massacre on Facebook, the Christchurch terrorist also published
an online manifesto. The manifesto is a depraved,
pseudo-intellectual expression of everything that is
lowest and most corrupt in human consciousness.

THE ULTIMATE LOGIC OF HATRED

It does hold two points of interest, however.
First, unlike the rambling thousand-plus-page, cut
-and-paste manifesto of Anders Breivik, this killer’s
text is concise and written in his own voice. It is a
measure of how this fascist consciousness has been
mainstreamed—the genocidal hatred of the “Other”
now has enough social and political presence that it
can express itself easily in everyday speech.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was fighting exactly against this tendency when he warned us
that “the ultimate logic of racism is genocide.”
Second, the terrorist’s description of his move
from the revolutionary Left to the fascist right,
which has been almost universally ignored, is a significant measure of the ideological pollution of our
time. His manifesto somehow declares support for
workers’ rights and environmentalism along with its
call for genocide.
The contradiction between these ideas in his
head reflects the real world battle of ideas between
those Leftists who supported the anti-fascist struggle in Bosnia, and the Syrian Revolution, against
those “Leftists” who made excuses for Slobodan Milosevic’s and Bashar al-Assad’s genocide.
The sleep of historic Reason gives birth to
monsters.

